
C .

agreement with DWF, nor had it in fact acquired a rightto purchase plot 017 from

Prudentia. The terms of paras 121 and t31furthe^ demonstrate the fictional character

of the background described. WITat was contemplated was notthat Suntand would

acquire development rights but that Suntand would be placed in a position to

negotiate the acquisition of plot 017 without interference from Prudentia. FurtlTer,

the reference to an assignment from Suntand to Hai\Iey exemplifies the contusion

and artificiality of the recitals. The Hauley agi'eement was again relevantly

expressed in the operative part as being that 'in consideration of the payment of

consultancy fee, Hauley agrees to transfer to Suntand its rightto negotiate and enter

into a plot sale and purchase agreement for the acquisition of IPIot 0171 with

IDWFl,'

Once again, the agreement was one to give Suntand a right to negotiate a

purchase, not one to transfer a right to purchase. It was a right to future dealing.

Once again, it was supported by exclusivity provisions trillke terms to the concluded

Prtidentia agreement.

In summary, following the initial draftimplementation agreement forwarded

on 23 August 2007:

(a) DWF officers made clear to Brown on 12September that plot 017

might be sold on the open marketto a party other than Prudentia or

Suntand;

(b) Brown's 'put your foot on I^ email makes clear that he understood

neither Prudentia alone nor Prudentia and Suntand as joint venture

partners had secured plot 017 and that to do so they needed to sign. a

SPA;

282

283

(,)
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the proposal for the immediate payment of a fee to Prudentia upon

Prudentiawalkingaway from the deal;

the fee payable was in substantial part based on a reduction negotiated

by Reed in the price per square foot of plot 017;

this component of the fee was offset by a collateral arrangement Brown

negotiated withDWF for increased development rights;

the fee was contemporaneously characterised by Brown as an

'introduction fee' and a 'consultancy fee' and by Sumand's in-house

Dubai counsel as a 'spotter's fee';

the 'Background' recitals of the Prudentia agreement and of the Hauley

agreement are not to be read as representations that Prudentia had a

right to acquire plot 017; and

the iterations offhe Prudentia agreement and of the Hamey agreement

embody an agreement to transfer exclusive rights to negotiate and

enter into a future purchase of plot 017. They do not reflect an

agreement to transfer an existing rightto acquire plot 017 to Suntand.

(e)

(f)

(g)

(I^)

,

(i)

q

.

Conclusion on tile representntioiis

Our conclusion accords with that offITe trial judge, Suntand's case at trial was

that joyce and Reed represented to it that Reed or Prudentia had a legally

enforceable riglTt to acquire the land. Yet the evidence Suntand adduced failed to

establish any such representation. Nor did the evidence establish any representation

that DWF could not, withoutthe agreement of Reed or Prudentia, sell plot 017 to

SUITland or that, if Suntand wished to purchase the plot, it first had to make a

contractwith Reed or Prudentia orboth.

284
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representation causes of action, 190 all founded upon proof that the pleaded

representations were made, fell at the first hurdle. Sirntlarly, Suntand's cause of

action in deceit, founded upon proof of the same representations, also fell.

Those cotTclusions are enough to dispose of the appeal. But it is desirable to

deal with the arguments on falsify and reliance for at least two reasons. First, as a

matter of completeness and out of respectto Suntand's subntissions on these points.

Secondly, because doing so helps expose a wider, unpleaded case that Suntand

soughtto advance at trial and WITichthe trialjudge deternitned, albeit unnecessarily.

286

Were the representationsfalse?

Suntand pleaded that the representations that it claimed had been made to it

were false, as set outin para t211 of the SFASOC, in that:

21.1 neither Reed nor Prudentia had a rightto acquire Plot 017 or the land
on which Plot DT7waslocated;

21.2 Dubai Waterfront could (without the agi'eement of Reed and
Prudentia or either of them) sell Plot 017 or the land on which Plot
017 was located, and the Tight to develop Plot 017, to SalarLd or any
other person; and

2T. 3 it was not necessary for. Suntand to negotiate with or make a contract
with either Reed or Prudentia in order for Suntand to purchase Plot
017 orthe land on whirlT Plot 017 was located, or to acquire Tightsin
connection with the development of Plot017.

Set out above'9' are the particulars which Sunland gave of tl\e falsify of the

alleged representations. We referred to those particulars earlier because they were a

pointer to the true character. of the 'right to acquire' tite subject of Suntand's first

pleaded representation.

As can be seei\ from the particulars, they purport to particularise a fact

(namely, that neither Prudentia nor Reed owned plot 017, nor could they sellit) by

reporting the oral assertions of various Dubai officials. No evidence was led at trial

287

288

289

un TPA ss52,53(aa), 53(g) and 53A and FTA 559, 12(b), 12(k) and 12(n).

191 SeetTollabove.
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in support of the facts said to be asserted by those Dubai officials, eitl\er, by calling

them (assuming their evidence could have been admissible) or by any other means

Suntand argued it did not need to lead any evidence of the facts particularised, or

otherwise, in relation to the fatsity of its pleaded representations. That was because,

so it said, it had the benefit of admissions made by the Prudentia parties, and by

Joyce, which established falsity

Once again, tl\e need for precision as to what Suntand was asserting by its

pleaded representationswas exposed by this argument

Prudentia and Reed answered Suntand's pleading offalsity in tl\is way: they

adnxitted each of paras 121.11, [21.21 and [21.3], subject to tlTree qualifications. The

first qualification was that, despite the admission, they denied tl\ere was any false

representation made in respect of the matter alleged in each paragi. aph. Secondly,

and specifically in respect of para 121.31, the adTntssion was 'on the understanding

that loftnt is fliereiii rt;Ieri'ed to is n concept of strict legnliiecessity us opposed to COMnterci"I

rinddy'or procticnlit?ality' (our emphasis), The third qualification was that each

adThission was made subjectto para t21.41, which read asfollows:

2T. 4, in further answer to the whole of paragraph2T, they say

(a) at no material time did t}\ey hold, nor did they representthat
they held, an elfo^cenble right in the nature of a conveyance or
option or other legal interest in Plot 017;

(b) at no material time did they hold, nor did they represent that
they held, any right PUTStiantto artexecufed SPA;

(c) at allmaterial times, rlTe final reconfiguration by Dubai
Waterfront of an existing vacant plot known as Plot 08B
leading to the creation of a new plot named Plot 017 was
incomplete and unresolved, as was final approval of the
development template and terms of contract of sale in respect
of Plot017;

(d) at allmaterialtirnes, the fact was and Suntand Group knew,
that Prudentia's fitfult!st in Plot 017 was izs 11 PI, 4/1/11, I, ed negotiator
with Dubai Waterfront for the rightto purchase and develop
plot 017.192

290

291

,

.

.

192 Prudentia'sandReed'sDefencet21.41(our emphasis)
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292 By para 121.41 of their defence, Reed and Prudentia emphasised that although

they adultted they had 110 rigltt to acquire the land, that DWF could sellit to Suntand

withouttheir agreement and that Sultand did not need to make a contract with them

before purchasing the land, they never represented thattl\ey held any 8/1/'07ce, Ib!e legnl

interest in the land, In other words, Reed's and Prudentia's pleading took the view of

Suntand's pleading of the representations that we have offitmed to be correct.

On the analysis we ITave adopted, this defence was, until para 121.4(d)l,

directly responsive to the case brought by Suntand againstthem. That is, until para

[21.4(d)] it responded only to the assertion that they had falsely held themselves out

to ITave a legally er^orceable rightto acquire the land, one which constituted a legal

impediment to DWF selling the land to Suntand withouttheir prior agreement.

But because of the potential ambiguity ill Sunland's pleading, Reed and

Prudentia wentfurther. Having dented that they held tlTernselves out ashaving any

legally errorceable right to acquire the land, they nevertheless asserted in para

121.4(d)l that Prudentia ITad an 'interest' in the land as 'preferred negotiator' with

DWF forthe rightto purchase and develop it,

It is important to be clear about the status of tltis allegation. Reed's and

Prudentia's denial of the representation that Suntand asserted was sufficient to put

Suntand to its proof on that issue. Sumand has failed on that proof, Except by

indirect means, the claim that Prudentia had the status of preferred negotiator did

notbear upon tl\e issue whether Prudentia held itself outto ITave a higher interest, or

in fact held that higher interest. Reed's and Prudentia's admission of the

propositions offalsity in para 1211 offhe SFASOC would have assisted Suntand had it

been able to prove that the representations were in fact made. Butthose adrrtissions

were of ITo assistance given that Suntand did not prove the representations. And, as

we have already noted, ''' Suntand itself argued that Reed's and Prudentia's asserted

preferred negotiator status was simply not responsive to the claim that they ITeld no

293
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rigl\tto acquire the land. In that respect, Suntand was quite correct.

By 'indirect means' we refer to the use made of the probability that Prudentia

did occupy a coriumercially valuable negotiating position with D\AIF for plot 017

when determining what representations were proven. As we ITave shown, it was

rightly taken into account as one of a number of contextual circun1stances when

assessing the way in which the written and oralstatements, pleaded by Suntand,

were objectiveIy to be understood.

joyce's response to Suntand's pleading of falsity was, in substance, similar to

Reed's and Prudentia's, although pleaded in a distinct manner. He responded (with

our emphasis):

21. As to paragraph 21, he:

adults that:(^)

(i) DubaiWaterfrontwishedto selectthepurchaserofPlot
017 based on whether the purchaser would fac^jinte
construction activity on the site and it was, at all
material times, a matter for DubaiWaterfrontto decide
to whomitwished to sen PlotDT7;

296

297

.

.

(it) Dubai Waterfront could (without the agreement of
Reed and Prudentia or either. of them) sell Plot 017 or
the land on which Plot 017 was located, and a rightto
develop Plot017, to Suntand or any other person;

(ill) he was not aware of any legn1,18cessi'ty for Suntand to
negotiate with or make a contract with either Reed or
Prudentia in order for Sumand to purchase Plot017 or
the land on which Plot 017 was located, or to acquire
rightsin connection with the development of017.

says further, however, that Joyce and Dubai Waterfront were
concerned as a matter of erriitizl business pinctice rind
coiniiiei'cmlity to avoid:

(i) 'gaztLmpirig' or the appearance of 'gazumping' by
Dubai Waterfront and would rarely consider it
appropriate for. Dubai Waterfront to negotiate witl\
another secondary developer preliiriinary
development and planting approval and a draft sale
and purchase agreement had been given to a particular
secondary developer; and

(b)

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudentia
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(xi) beCOTntng erubroiled many dispute between Sunnand
and Prudentia that rntgl\t arise if the joint venture
negotiations between those parties, or their related
parties, were to break down;

(c) otherwisederiiestlteallegationsthereiti, 194

Once again, Joyce's pleading contains some qualified adTnissions of Suntand's

propositions which it claimed showed that the pleaded representations were false.

The main qualification is seen in para [21(a)(lit)] where Joyce admits he was not

aware of any legal necessity for Suntand to first reach agreement with Reed or

Prudentia before buying the land from DWF. Butthe balance of his pleading, again,

points to something falling short of a legal impediment to dealing with Suntand,

namely a commercial and policy restraint upon DWF dealing with another

secondary developer (for example, Suntand) after preliintnary development and

planhing approval had firstbeen given to a different developer (namely, Prudentia).

The trial judge dealt with the question of falsity in a way that reflects the

contusion created by the ambiguity and uncertainty in the case presented by

Suntand. His Honour noted Suntand's submission that it did not have to prove

falsity because of the admissions made by the defendants. '95 After setting out tl\e

qualified nature of the adintssionmade by Reed and Prudentia, the judge continued:

On this basis, and for the reasons discussed elsewhere, the Suntand
subntission that "it is uricontroversial that neither Reed nor Pmdentia had

any 'right in relation to Plot 017" cannot be sustained. Additionany, the
assertion titat the defence and paragraph 21.4(d) " mm doesn't constitute a
denial of the representations pleaded in paragraph 20" lofthe Second Further
Amended Statement of Claiml and that such representation were "notfalse"
does riotsurvive proper analysis of the pleadings. 196

The judge's observation in the first sentence is, witl\respect, correctin answer

to a subTriission that neither Reed nor Prudentia enjoyed any 'right', assuming that

PITTase could encompass something as broad as the status of preferred negotiator,

There, the judge was responding to a submission about riny 'right', rather than a

298
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Reasons 1234j.

196 Reasonst2361.
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'right to acquire'. The proposition in the second sentence is a little more difficult to

follow, although the difficulty may be a consequence of the clumsiness of the

submission his Honour was responding to, If the subrhission meant that naniitg the

status of preferred negotiator does not contradict the proposition that neither Reed

nor Prudentia had a right to acquire the land, the subrntssion was correct. And it

was correct for the reasons we have explained before: the right to acquire was a

legally eriforceable Tight, notthe mere status of preferred negotiator.

But the subrhission was expressed clumsily. And it is not so clear that his

Honour understood it in the way we havejustsurintsed.

As we have explained, we agi'ee with Its Honour's ultimate conclusion that it

was necessary for Suntand to establish a representation with respect to a legally

enforceable right to acquire plot 017. '9' Neither, Joyce nor Prudentia themselves

suggested that they had such a right; in fact, they admitted they did not. Thus, we

do notthink the judge was correctiflTe is to be taken as saying that the respondeiit's

adTivissions were riotsufficientto establish the falsity of the pleaded representations.

The trial judge then continued:

It was for Sunland to prove that Prudentia or Reed had no "right' over Plot
Sunnand has not demonstrated by evidence the fatsity of theDT7,

Representations, as best as the Representations as aneged by Sunland could
be understood, that were, as Suntand contended, relied upon by its withesses,
BrownandAbedian. 198

301

302

303

.

.

.

304 Althougl\ each offhose statements is correct, it did notfollow from them that

Sultand ITad failed to establish the falsity of tl\e representations. The pleaded

representations, correctly understood, were adrifttted to be false so Suntand was not

required to canevidence on that allegation. Suntand'srealproblem, as we have said,

was that it failed to prove the representatioi\s at all.

However, despite his Honour's ultimate conclusion as to the narrow case to305

197 Reasons12431.

198 Reasons[239].
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I

WITich Suntand was coltined, he nevertheless did address a wider case. That is, he

went on to consider whether Reed or Prudentia falsely held tlTernselves outto ITave a

'riglit'in relation to plot DT7 falling short of a legally er^orceable rightto acquire the

land. 199 Some potential for contusion is introduced by this discussion, But we think

the proper analysis is that his Honour was addressing the unpleaded, wider case in

the event a different view could legitimateIy be taken of the case Suntand was

advancing. So much appears clear from ITis view that 'for Suntand to establish its

case it was necessary foilit to establish the Representations with respect to a legally

enforceable right', and then continuing that 'I'll riny ezient the only non-er^orceable

conceivably"right" ("contractual" or otherwise) which Suntand's

"preferred negotiatingestablished. .. was that of a "right" to negotiate

position"'. 200

306 In any event, as we have remarked, the question of whether Prudential

occupied a colornercially valuable negotiating position had some contextual

relevance to the issue of whatrepresentations were made; and it was also relevant, as

will be seen shortly, in the trial judge's reasoning on the question of reliance.

Thus, the trial judge:

(a) referred to Reed's and Prudentia's further and better particulars201

which claimed that as 'preferred negotiator' Prudentia occupied a

colornercial position in negotiating for plot 017 in precedence to that

occupied by Suntand;202

(b) adverted to the evidence called by Suntand from Duane Keighran, a

solicitor admitted to practice in 2003 who began property law work in

Dubaiin March 2006, Keigliran's opinioi\, which was adThitted into

evidence withoutcross-examination, was that 'There is no concept of a

"preferred negotiator" under Dubai or UAE law, either as a matter. of

307

or a

case

Reusons [236]-t2401.

200 Reasonst2431(our emphasis).

201 Seet2911above.
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commercial practice or amatter of law';203

(c) set out Brown's evidence on tl\e subject, namely 'I did not believe that

Prudentia's interest in plot 017 was as 'preferred negotiator;Iwas not

aware of any concept of a "preferred negotiator"in Dubai';204

(d) found that the general tenor of the 'put your foot on it' email of

12 September 2007 was 'entirely consistent' with the lintted nature of

the 'hold' Reed or Prudentia possessed, a reference it seenis to their

claimed 'preferred negotiator' position;205

(e) found that the o1\Iy 'right'the evidence 'conceivably established' as the

subject of any representation was a right to negotiate or a preferred

negotiating position which, as anticipated in the Prudentia and Hauley

agreements, Suntand ultimately availed itself of when it was able to

negotiate the purchase of plotD, .7from DWF;206 and

concluded that Suntand had 'failed to adduce evidence WITich casts(f)

doubt on the apparent preferred negotiation position enjoyed by

Prudentia in relation to plot 017', but instead that its case 'evidences

that Prudentia did hold such a position mrelation to plot Di7'. 207

The first of his Honour's conclusions summarised in (f) above is, on its face,

somewhat curious. The judge was certainly aware of the opinion of Keighran and

tl\e evidence of Brown on t}\e subject; he had set it out only a few paragraphs earlier.

Further, his Honour had previously set out KeiglIran's evidence o1\the subject more

fully together with extracts from a letter written by another legal practitioner with

whichKeig}Iran agreed, concluding:

Thus, the evidence establishes that a master developer, such as DWF, might
weU choose notto negotiate with every personwho expressed an interest in a
particular piece of IanTd and Thight generally try and negotiate instead with an
interested party, such as Prudentia, if that party was an experienced

,

308

.

,

Reasons t2361.
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developer which the master developer wanted in the project. 208

His Honour may have intended to say that on the whole of tl\e evidence,

notwithstanding the opimon of KeiglTran or the evidence of Brown, he was

persuaded that Prudentia did ITold a position of a preferred negotiator in relation to

plot DT7. Such a finding, in our opinion, could have been readily justified. Indeed

we ourselves concluded that what was passed under the terms of the Hauley

agreement was a rightto negotiate a purchase, not a rightto purchase. 209

Essentially, the question whether Prudentia occupied a negotiating position

with respect to plot 017 in precedence to others was a question of fact for the trial

judge to determine based upon all of the evidence. It is doubtful in our view

whether Keig}tan's opirrton"O was either germane to that question or, if it was, that

it contradicted Prudentia's claim. First, his proposition was initially couched in

terms of'under Dubai or UAE law', yetthe negotiating position in question was not

said to be one proceeding from any law, It is then notclear how the addition of the

words 'either as a matter of commercial practice or as a matter of law' operates in

conjunction witl\ his first himtation. And his opimon is clouded further by Its

additional evidence. After referring to the 'very heated' property marketin Dubaiin

2007, and the problem of gazumping, Keig}Irancontinued :

As a matter of commerciality, it may be that a master developer may electnot
to negotiate witlt another party. However, miny experience, in that situation
the master developer would require a security depositto be paid for the plot.

Several tilings flow from those further statements. First, they logically

lindenhine the apparent clarity of ITis earlier statement that there was no concept of

'preferred negotiator'. If a developer elects not to negotiate with other parties, the

practical result is a preference for the party it will negotiate with. Secondly, it

confirms that the opinion is cortfined by Keighran's particular experience. In the

end, his opinion can only be a statement to the effect that, in his experience, he has

309

310

311
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not observed or seen a preferred negotiating position without a payment of a

security deposit.

Viewed in that way, it was not surprising that the trial judge assessed for

ITirnself, upon the evidence before ITim, the existence or non existence of a preference

allowed by a particular seller to a particular suitor in the particular circumstances

tlTat existed, rather thant have that issue deterTinned or even largely influenced by an

opinion of the kind given by Keighran. And as far as Brown's evidence was

concerned, 'nit was at best evidence of ITis own conclusionary belief based upon the

same facts that Its Honour had before him. In those circumstances, although it

would have been desirable that the trial judge explain how he was able to reach ITis

conclusion despite the evidence of Keighranand Brown, we do notconsiderthat}its

failure to do so amountsto error.

312

313 To sun^nanse:

(a) although the respondents did admitthe falsity of tl\e representations

that SUITland pleaded and tried to prove at trial, those representations

wereiTotproventohave been made;

(b) attention was given, out of art abundance of caution, to the proposition

that Prudentia held a commercial position in precedence to Suntand as

DWF's preferred negotiator for plot 017 in case the trial judge's the

primary view of the meaning of Suntand's pleaded representation was

not correct;

(c) asitturi\ed outhis Honour's primary view 111ns correct;

(d) nevertheless the finding that it was not false to represent (had it been

represented)that Prudentia held a right as preferred negotiator did not

involve or disdose error.

, L

,

314 We now turn to the issue of reliance and causation,

an See[307(c)]above.
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Did SI, rim"d rely 141,011 ally false represent, ,tioii anhell paying tlte fee to
Hauley?

Logically, if Suntand has failed to prove the representations it alleged were

made to induce it to enter the Hauley agreement and thereby suffer loss, then its case

on causation of loss (namely, reliance) must also fail. That is, having failed to prove

the Thisleading and deceptive conduct or Thisleading representations in

contravention of any of the statutory provisions it relied upon, it cannot sustain an

argument that itsuffered any loss and damage 'by' sucl\conduct. 212

Nevertheless, although the characterisation offhe conduct and the question of

callsatiorlis logically distinct, in practice there is an overlap in the resolution of these

questions. 213 In this matter, a consideration of Suntand's case on reliance

demorrstrates tl\e interconnectedness between it and the findings made in relation to

the character of the conductitself.

315

316

317 There is no real dispute about the principles applicable to the question of

cansation where the impugned conduct consists of a representation. The following

principles apply:

(a) the representation need not be the sole inducement. It is sufficient so

long as it plays some part, 'even if only a IntrLor par^, in contributing to

the loss;214

(b) if the representee believes any part of the representation, the

representor 'does not escape liability because the representse did not

believe the representation in full';215

(c) if tl\e representee's desire to own what was for sale leads to him

discotirtting 'doubts and suspicions' that wight otherwise hold him

in TPA, s 82; Campbellu Bark^cel, ,, esh, ,,,, Is Ply Ltd (2009) 238 CLR 304, 319-20 [27]-t291(French
q).

us Campbello Brickqfficel, ,resin, antsPtyLtd (2009) 238CLR304,318 [24].

^," GouldoVnggelns(1985)157CLR215,235-239.

us GouldnV"ggel"s(1985)T57CLR2T5,25T-252.
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back from acting, or giving some credence to the representation which

would not otherwise have been given, tl\e representee's self~induced

gullibility is ITo defence to the representor;216

(d) it is rLo answer for the representor to establish that the representee

acted carelessly or Direasonably in believing the truth of the

representation, 217 or could have discovered the truth by making proper

inquiries;218

(e) deterThination of the cause of loss or damage may require accountto be

taken of subjective factors relating to a particular person's reaction to

conduct found to be Thisleading or deceptive or likely to Tmslead or

deceive. For example, the representation may be disbelieved by the

addressee;219

Suntand pleaded causatioit of its loss and damage in the following way:

(a) between16 August 2007and 12 September 2007, Brown relied upontlTe

tin:ee pleaded representations to negotiate with Reed and Prudentia to

undertake the jointventure to purchase and develop plot 017;220

(b) Brownrelied upon the tlTree pleaded representations andthe telephone

conversation preceding the 'put your foot on it email(with Lee and

Brearley) to negotiate with Reed the notioi\ that Suntand would

purchase plot 017 and hold ftpending the jointventureagreement;221

(c) Brown relied on the tlTree pleaded representations and his further

telephone conversations with Reed on 16 and 17 September 2007 to

elements of thewith botl\ Prudentia and DWF the necessaryagree

agreementstltey were soonto formalise;222

318

,

L

I

,

an Gouldt, Vngge!us(1985)157CLR215,25T-252.
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(d) in reliance on the tm'ee pleaded representations, the two telephone

conversations and the agi'eemerIts just mentioned, Suntand executed

the Prudentia agreement on 19September 2007;223 and

(e) in reliance on the three pleaded representations and the other matters

referred to in the preceding sub-paragraph, on 26 September Suntand

discharged the Prudentia agreement, entered the Haltley agt'eement

and entered the agi. eement with D\AIF to purchase plot 017, and on I

October 2007 paid the consultancy fee to Hauley, 224

Without going tltrough their defences point by point, Reed's and Prudentia's

case ill answer to Suntand's allegations was, first, to deny that Suntand relied upon

any of the tiffee pleaded representations to take any of the steps alleged. Secondly,

they pleaded tlTatthe transferred 'riglit' for which Suntand paid the consultancy fee

under the Hauley agreement, was, as Suntand wellknew, Prudentia'sinterestin plot

03.7 as DWF's preferred negotiator, as pleaded by Reed and Prudentia. 225

joyce sintilarly dented that Suntand relied on any of the three pleaded

representatiorrs in the manner alleged. Additionally, Ile alleged that at all relevant

times Brown and Abedian knew that Prudentia had ITot purchased plot 017; that

they were aware tlTat Nakheeland/or DWF could sell plot 017 to a purchaser other

than Prudentia;that by 29 Augustthey were concerned that Nat<heel or Dun might

sell plot 017 to a party other. than Suntand and Prudentia; and that at all relevant

times Suntand could have checked the legal and/or ownerslTip status of plot 017 by

making inquiries of DWF orthe Nakheelsales depai. tinent. 226

CriticalIy, on the topic of reliance, the trialjudge made the following findings:

(a) first, on somekeypoints:

. Brown's 'put your foot on it' email of 12 September 2007

319

320
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contradicted his account that he believed that Reed or Prudentia

held or controlled tl\e site;227

. Sumand refrained from making enquiries of DWF about Reed or

Prudentia's hold over plot 017;228

. Brown was aware rLo price had been fixed for the purchase of plot

017.229

. neither Brown nor Abedian was concerned about whether the

payment was made to Hauley orto Prudentia;230 arid

. it appeared Brown thougl\tthatwhatever priority existed regarding

plot 017, tlTat priority lay with Ocl\-Ziff;231

second, and having regard to those findings, neither Brown nor

Abedian thoughtthatReed or Prudentia had any binding agreement or

legal interest in respect of plot 017;232 alternatively, it was not

importantto Brown or Abedian that Prudentia or Reed had any such

right;233

third, SUITland paid the money to remove the Prudentia parties from

the dealso they wonld walk away from plot 017 and notcompete with

Suntand to acquire it;234

fourth, given the profit potential of the development of plot 017, it

remained an attractive commercial proposition even after, the payment

of the Prudentia/Hanley fee;235 and

fifth, Prudentia's negotiating position 'was important and of great

value to Suntand, and it appears from the evidence that it was this, and

(b)

,

(c)

,,

.

*

(d)

Reasons 11481, 12731, 12761, 13021, 13551, 13611.
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nothing else, WITich they contracted to obtain';236 so that

(f) sixth, eventf, contrary to his findings, the pleaded representations were

made and were false, Suntand did not rely upo1\ them to enter the

agreements and pay the Hauley fee.

Suntand challenged his Honour's findings and reasoning in a number of

ways. We have already offirmed a number of the trial judge's findings which meet

some of Suntand's arguments: we offitmed the rejection of any continuing belief on

the part of Brown, at 12 September 2007, that Prudentia had 'secured' the plot237 or

that, at 13 September 2007, Brown still believed Reed's consent was necessary for

Suntand to enter into an SPA for the land;'38 and we endorsed the finding that at no

relevant time did anyone at Suntand believe that Prudentia or Reed had a right to

acquire or an enforceable interest in plot 017,239

We winkst and briefly address a number offurtherspecific arguments.

First, SUITland argued that the very fact of its entry into the Prudentia and

Hauley agreements supported a finding that it relied, at least, upon the third pleaded

representation, namely that ifit wished to purchase plot 017 it firstl\ad to negotiate

and make a contract with Reed or Prudentia, or both. It argued that no other

plausible explanation for Suntand entering those agreements was advanced, nor was

one accepted by the trial judge.

Allied to this, Suntand argued that the trial judge Thisconsti:ued the central

clause in the Hauley agreement that stated that the consultancy fee was paid in

coneideration of Prudentia transferring to Suntand 'its right to negotiate rind enter

into a plot sale and PIirchase agreement' (our emphasis). Suntand argued that the

trial judge's alleged misconstruction pel'\7aded other aspects of his reasoning, such as

his finding that the negotiating position of Prudentia with DWF was important and

322
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of great value to Suntand, and that it was that position, and nothing else, WITich

Suntand contracted to obtain.

326 We reject these arguments. For reasons given above, we rejected the

proposition that the tlTitd pleaded representation was ever made. 240 Further,

contrary to SUITland's submission, the trial judge did advance reasons why Suntand

entered the agreements other than under a beliefthatit could only purchase the plot

by doing so. Those reasons are perhaps most succinctly expressed in a passage

extracted above, ''1in which his Honour found that Suntand wanted the projectfor

itself and was prepared to pay Prudentiasimply to 'go away', drivenby the prospect

of a very SIIbstantial commercial return. We see nothing implausible in tl\e

explanation for the transaction as found by his Honour. And having already

conshtued the cei\tiial clause of the Hauley agreement as the transfer of a right to

negotiate to purchase, and not a right to purchase, '42 we have disposed of the

argument that the judgemisconstrued the agreement.

Next, SUITland challenged the trial judge's characterisation that tl\e

consultancy fee was paid to Prudentia to secure Prudentia's (and Reed's) 'non

competition' for tlie site. It argued that not only did that conclusion not reflect the

plain language of the Hauley agi'eement, buttt erroneously assumed that Prudentia

was genuinely competing for the site. Suntand argued there was no evidence to

support a conclt. 1ston that it was genuinely competing for the site;in fact there was

evidence to the contrary which the trial judge failed to consider. That evidence

consisted of the evidence of the money flow documents and of the forging of

documents. A proper consideration of that evidence, so it was said, should have

persuaded the judge that Prudentia's interest in the site was not genuine, but

contrived to exact a payment from SUITland.

It can be seen thattl\is argument takes issue with the finding just mentioned,

327
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,
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namely that the fee was paid for Prudentia to 'go away'. In large measure, the

argument is addressed by the chionological survey we ITave undertaken of the

negotiations between the parties, and what they were seeking to achieve. Briefly,

D\/\IF sent Prudentia a draft SPA on 14 August 2007. It entered negotiations with

SUI^land for a joint venture to develop the land, exchanging drafts of an agreement

for that purpose. It was still negotiating with DWF around 12 September for a

reduction in the price of the land, while the joint venture negotiations were still on

foot. Prudentia ceased being involved in the purchase when Sunland volunteered to

pay it money to desist. Without more, these facts suggest that Prudentia was

genuinely interested in purchasing the land.

Suntand's real attack on the 'genuine' nature of Prudentia's interest seeks to

re\7ive and utilise the failed 'scheme' hypothesis. We ITave already rejected any

reliance upon that argument, and consequently reject its arguments based upon

suggestionsthat Prudentia was pretending anti\tel'estin the land.

Suntand sintilarly relied upon an argument that the trial judge was wrong not

to tackle the money flow documents and the allegatiorrs of forgery, in support of a

separate challenge to tl\e illdge's reasorLing on the quest101T of reliance. It drew upon

the principle that a court might more readily infer that a person was induced to act

in renal\ce upon a representation if it can be shown that the representor intended

that person to so rely and act, "3 Suntand's argument was that when assessing the

issue of reliance the judge should have taken account of the 'scheme' and forgery

evidence as evidence of an intention on the part of Reed and Joyce to indticeSuntand

to do the very thing it did.

There is no need to addressthis argument further, having already considered

it at length. 244 For the reasons we have given the judge did not err, on the isSIIe of

reliance, by disregai. ding the so called 'money flow' documents or documents

alleged to have been forged, Alternatively, ifthere was any error, it had instgrliftcant
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consequence. 245

In addition to the foregoing arguments, Suntand alleged that the trial judge's

reasoning wasii^ected by a number of errors:

(a) Suntand's inability to identify or artictilate the nature of the right did not

preclude afinding that it relied uponthe representation as alleged;

(b) the importance to Suntand of a commercial return on its investment and the

fact that it owned the adjoining plot to plot 017 did ITot negate a conclusion

that it relied upon the representation;

(c) Suntand'sfailure to make independent enquiries aboutthe nature of the right

was bothwrong infant and misused by tl\e trialilldge in point of principle;

(d) the factthat Suntand knew there was no SPA and that no payment had been

made by Prudentia or Reed on the plot did not preclude the possibility it may

still have relied upon the existence of a 'right - other legal rights existed in

the absence of an SPA or payment, such as an option to purchase, a

contractual rightto negotiate or a promissory estoppel;

(e) the 12 September 2007 'put your foot on it' email did not dispelthe effect of

the later representation contained in the recitals to the Prudentia agreement;

^ the substitution of Hauley for Prudentia as the contracting party did not

dispose of the notion of Prudentia having control of or a right over plot 017;

and

(g) a belief that Prudentia's control of plot 017 operated via Och-Ziff was

consistent, not inconsistent, with the notion that Suntand relied upon the

representations.

The judge considered the precise identification of the notion of control with

respectto plot 017 to be antssue of critical importance. In turn, it was of'the 11ttnost

importance for SUITland's case that Brown and Abedian give credible evidence about

the 'control' they thought Prudentia or Reed had over Plot 017, and the basis on

332
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which they held that belief. 246 Yet, ITis Honourfound, there was an inability on the

part of Brown and Abedian to identify exactly whatit was that Prudentia-had that

gave it that 'control' or to identify the nature of the interest it held. 247

Whatever it was, as Suntand knew, it did notinvolve the holding of an SPA;

no payment had beenmade by Prudentiato DWF;the plot was noteven created; no

document was sighted evidencing any control, nor was one ever sought; and, as at

12 September 2007, it was evidentthe land was not'secured'to Prudentia. The oral

evidence of Brown and Abedian led the judge to conclude that they did not know

the precise terms of the 'control', but 'merely spectilated as to the nature of any

arrangement involving Prudentia or Reed with respectto Plot017', 248

Adding to the contusion, as the judge recited, 249 various Suntand personnel

described the thing for which the Hauley fee was paid as, possibly, 'some lintted

right of negotiation', and the fee itself as a 'spotter's fee' or an 'introduction fee'.

Arithe while, it is to be borne in wind, Suntand and its personnel were

commercially soplt. isticated property developers, with ready access to legal

advisors. 250

334

335

336

337 In this context, his Honour found that the failure on the part of Brown or

Abedian to ask any serious questions, whenconfronted witht}\e news on or about12

September 2007 that the marketing people at DWF Thight sell plot 017 with there

being nothing that Prudentia could do about it, to be telling against their asserted

belief of a controloverthe land held by Prudei\tm. He said:

Brown did accept in cross-exairntiation that a "generalexplanation" of having
toputyourfootonthe plotwouldbe that your footwasnotyetonthe plot. It
would then foUow that Brown would have been asking some very serious
and pressing questions ofBrearley, Lee and Reed abouthow such a sale could
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possibly occur if Reed or Prudentia had "conti:or' or "tights" in respect of
Plot 017 if he really believed that Reed or Prudentia (or, possibly more
accurately, Och-Ziff) had any such "right' or "controT'. Brown did no such
thing and responded, in cross-exaTriiriation, that "I can't recall why I didn't
ask that' when his was putto him. Instead of asking questions and making
enquiries as one nitght have expected had Brown held the belieflte claimed,
he quickly prepared a draft email to Reed, for approval by Clyde-Srititti,
which recoinited ftTe conversation and referred to the advice that "we

immediately 'put our foot on the Plot to secure i^. Clyde-Sritifri clearly
regarded this draft email as appropriate, as it was, after being sentto her for
approval, sent unaltered by Brown to Reed, copied to Abediar\. Neither she
nor Abedian apparently raised any issue or surprise aboutit the need to 'PUt
onI'foot on the Plotto secure if'. Neither Brown nor Abedian could give any
CTedible explanation as to why they did not raise any concern at this time
about the message from Nakheel through DWF that neither. Reed nor
Prudentia had any "control" or "right" in respect of Plot 017, in my opinton,
the only rational and reasonable explanation for this failure to act or inquire is
that Brown and Abedian well understood that neither Prudentia, nor Reed,

had secured Plot 017 in any er^orceable sense and, consequently, did not
therefore controlit; and nor did they enjoy an "Tight' with respectto the land
on any other basis. 251

The position was this. An expertei\ced property developer claimed to believe

that another person's 'right' or 'control' over' the land stood as an obstacle to it

pursuing the land itself. Known, objective facts excluded the coriumonforms of right

or control over land. Yetit was unable to identify with any precision the nature of

the right or control it claimed to believe existed. Nor did it make any serious

enquiries about the nature or existence of that right, nohArithstai\ding that it had the

opportunity to do so, stillless did it sight any document that evidenced the right.

We see nothing wrong in logic, principle or good sense in the trial judge regarding

each offhose matters ascapable of undermining the credibility of the asserted belief.

One of Suntand's arguments was a recapitulation of an argument we

addressed earlier iiTthe context of discussing whether the judge properly considered

its case theory as advanced in the pleadings and at trial. That is, that it did not

matter whatthe nature of the Tightthat Prudentia represented itselfto hold was, but

simply that itheld itself outto have 11 1181it. In this context Suntand argued, in effect,

that the judge was wrong to regard Suntand's inability to identify the nature offhe

right or control as mitigating against a finding that it relied upon the representation

338
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to paytheHanleyfee.

We disagree. What we said earlier is also apposite here. 252 But whereas

earlier we were considering the objective issue of whether conduct was capable of

inducing error, here we are considering findings of what acttlated Suntand,

Nevertheless in making a forensic judgment about what a party truly believed at a

given time, it is legitimate for the trial judge, amongst other tltings, to exarhine

closely the content of the asserted belief and to measure it against what was

plausible and credible in anthe circumstances. Those circumstances included the

party's knowledge and experience; the consistency or otherwise of the torTris in

whichthey had expressed the belief; whether associated conduct was consistent with

the asserted belief, etc. TITis the judge did, There was nothing wrong in his

Honour'sreasoning on this issue.

Suntand complains that the judge was wrong in concluding that it made Do

independent enquiries about the nature of the right, and Intsused that finding as a

matter of reasorting. We 'have already addressed the Teasoriirig process and find

nothing wrong with the judge's use of the finding in principle. As to whether. his

Honour's finding was wrong, Suntand points to a paragraph in Brown's witness

statement, apparently not challenged, to the effect that on 19 August 2007 Stringer

intorined him that she had telephoned Brearley to coiTfirm that Prudentia had

'development rights' and that Brearley had coritirmed it did. 253

But it was Brown's and Abedian'sfailureto makeenquiries on and around 12

September 2007 in respect of which the judge most particularly made his

observations. And, at that time, Brown was dealing with the very officer (Brearley)

who ITad apparently coritirmed to Stringer Prudentia's 'development rigl\ts' two

weeks earlier. Significantly, as the judge noted in the passage above, Stringer herself

was involved in settling the 'put your foot on it' email. Still no enquiry was made.

In our view, the judge did not err in first finding, and then having regard to,

340
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Suntand'sfailure to make pertinent enquiries aboutthe right or controlthey claimed

to belie\7e that Prudentia possessed.

Suntand's contention that its knowledge of there being rLO SPA or payment

made fortl\e land did not mean that it could riotstillbelieve in the existence of some

other kind of right, such as proprietary estoppel etc, has a degi. ee of artificiality

about it. Of course, it goes without saying that none of its witnesses claimed to

believe a right of the kind now suggested was a rigl\t that Prudentia held. So, in

substance, this argument is another manifestation of the point we have already

addressed, namely, the proposition that it did not matter that Suntand's witi\esses

could not precisely identify t}\e nature of the right or control. It did matter, for the

reasons we have explained,

We reject the premise in the argument tlTat the state of mind of Suntand

revealed in the 'put your foot on it' emailwas superseded by, and could not alter the

meaning of, the Implementation Agreement. In our view the premise reverses the

correct TeasoiTing process. As we have shown, the representations iruT. erentin the

Implementation Agreement had to be understood against the background of facts

mutually known by both parties attl\e time they made it, including that Prudentia

did not have its 'foot on the plot'. 254

The complaints made concerning the judge's use of the substitution of Hauley

for Prudentia, without any evidence of any transfer of rights between them, and of

the evidence that Suntand believed Prudentia's right was held t}rough Och-Ziff,

both deal at the margins of his Honour's reasoning process. But we see nothing

with tl\e his Honour treated these facts, It was inconsistent withwaywrong

Suntand's asserted belief that Reed or Prudentia ITeld certain valuable rights in the

land, to display no concern about the lack of any chain of transfer of those rights

from the party who actually held them to Hauley. The judge did not errin having

regard to those issues, amongst others, in his reasoning process,

343
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346 The illdge did not rest his conclusion simply in tlTe rejection of Suntand's

claim that it was motivated by a beliefthat Prudentia or Reed held a right or control

overthe land when agreeing to pay the Hauley fee. His Honour delved further into

what might have been the alternative motivation, addressing what was called 'the

rhetorical question', posed by SUITland in submission:

... corrunerdally why would - wenthere would be no sensible reason for
Suntand to contemplate paying such a fee unless at the time Mr Brown
believed that Reed or Prudentia did have some right to the plot. .. 255

The illdge concluded:

I am of the view that Suntand paid the fee to "remove them Ithe Prudentia
PartiesIfrom the deal", so that they would "walk away" and not compete to
acquire Plot 017. That was Sortand's commercial imperative, so that it could
enjoy the significantfruits of the Plot 017 development alone. 256

He explained further the 'coriumercialimperative' asfollows:

The Plot 017 transaction also needs to be assessed by reference to the feverish
state of the Dubai property market in 2007. Further, having regard to the
feasibrli^r analyses WITich Brown had prepared for Plot 017, Sunland knew
that its return on tlTis plot would be "phenomenal", even taking into account
the feeto Hanley. That feewassmallcompared to the premiumsunlandpaid
on Plot 05B and considerably less than^fees it later negotiated to receive from
Likeitalot investments Pty Ltd on Plot 017. In my view, the evidence
indicates that Brown and Abedian simply did not care aboutthe legal basis
for paying a fee to Hauley: they were merely intenttiponremoving Prudentia
from a negotiating position with DWF for the acquisition of Plot 017.
Suntand's coriumercial imperative to pay the fee to Hanley is, in tlTese
titcuinstances, quite clear. The prospect of a very significant return on the
Plot 017 redevelopment is clearly the answer to the "why" of the "rhetorical
question", 257

Suntand argues thattl\e lure of profit did not, logically, negate the proposition

that it also relied upon the representation it pleads. That may be true as a

generalised proposition. But the judge's finding was multifactorial. No single

finding was decisive. The judge's analysis of the facts and arguments was wide

ranging, thorough and comprehensive. Upon the whole mix of facts, witl\ an
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understanding that Suntand likely believed that Prudential occupied a negotiating

position with DWF ahead of Suntand, and having regard to the credibility of the

alternative proposition put forward by Brown and Abedian, the finding that the

prospect of phenomenal coriumercialreturn was titereasonSunland was prepared to

pay Prudentia (or Hauley)to 'go away' was entirely open and reasonable. We find

no error in the illdge's reasoimig.

It follows from all of the foregoing that we reject Suntand's arguments on the

issue of reliance.

350

Did Sun1,111d SI, ffer loss gild dinimge in feng"ce 111,011 the represent"trolls?

Suntand pleaded that as a result of entering the Prudentia agreement, then the

Hauley agreement, and paying the fee of AED 44,105,780 it suffered loss and

damage. That loss and damage was said to be the payment of the fee itself and '10ss

of reptitatioi\ by Suntand in Dubai for having been party to a trarrsaction

characterised by the Dubai authorities as illegal'. 258 Botl\ ITeads of loss and damage

were said to be the consequence of the statutory misconduct and false

representations and the tort of deceit.

The grounds of appeal relating to loss and damage were broad:

61 The trial judge erred in holdiitg that, if the appellants made out their
allegations of IT'SleadtrIg and deceptive conduct or deceit, they had
failed to lead evidence that would enable the court to determine

whether they had suffered any loss or damage.

61A The trial judge erred it\finding that the appeUants suffered no loss or
damage by reason of the aneged misleading and deceptive conduct or
deceit. The trial judge should have found that the appellants suffered
loss or damage by reason of the aneged misleading and deceptive
conduct or deceit.
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position was as a result of entering into the transaction with respect to plot 017.259

Merely claiming damages in the amount of the Hauley fee on the basis tlTatit would

have withdrawn from buying plot 017 ifit knew the true position, was, he said, too

simplistic. Such a claim ignored the need for the courtto deterwine Suntand's actual

net financial position as a result of ITaving acquired the plot. 260 Moreover, the judge

said, if Sunland's position was that it would have negotiated to buy the land itself,

without paying the fee, it had not provided o11 pointed to evidence that

demonstrated it was likely to be able to do so. 261 Further, there was no evidence to

show that the land could havebeen obtained at a price, and with the additionalBUA

Suntand ultimately received, putting it ill art overall better position in the

hypothetical than in reality. 262 Alternatively, Suntand tight have negotiated some

form of joint venture that putit overalll, etter off, but again, it failed to lead evidence

offhe terms of anyjoint venture it might otherwise have entered, 263

His Honour also held that the appellants had led no evidence to prove loss of

reputation or which would enable the court to assess damages for such a loss, 264

Finally, his Honour held that it was inappropriate to fix some general, global award

for damages when, apartfrom loss of reputation, those damages were quite capable

of being q. uantified had Stintand led proper evidence in that regard,

Suntand's argument on appeal regarding loss and damage was, in the end,

quite narrow. It did nottake issue with the judge's finding that no evidence was led

in support of the loss of reputation head of damage. Neither did it challenge, except

by way of an aside, the judge's criticisms of its evidence concerning the alternative

scenat, io it would have followed (ie transaction or no transaction) had it known that

neither Prudentia nor Reed had a right to acquire the land or that Suntand did not

354

355

259 Reasonst4271,1432j.

an Ibidj4341-t4381.

261 Ibidj4391.

am Ibid14401,

us Ibidj4411.

2" Ibid14421, 14431.
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need to come to an arrangement with them to be able to buy it. 01\ appealsui\land

argued that the judge unnecessarily addressed qtiestions of whether it was a

'transaction case' or a 'rLo transaction case'.'65 So it is noti\ecessary for IIS to consider

whether. his Honour was justified in concluding, as he did, that tl\e evidence of

Brown and Abedian was internally inconsistent on that topic. 266

In its written submissions on appeal Suntand concentrated only upon the

'transaction case' scenario. In particular, it challenged the judge's Teasoriing leading

to his conclusion that Suntand failed to establish that DWF would have sold plot 017

to it rather than to Prudentia. It argued, again, there was no evidence that Prudentia

was, in reality, ever negotiating with DWF to acquire the land or that it had the

capacity to acquire it. Secondly, it argued that the judge's reasoning assumed that

Suntand would have paid Prudentia an equivalent prerhium (ie AED 44 Twillion or

AUD $14 million) when there was no evidentiary basis upon which to make that

assumption. TITird, Suntand argued his Honour erroneously speculated in favour of

the wrongdoer, contrary to the remedial purposes of the statute.

In oral argument Suntand concentrated on a submission thattl\e judge failed

to deal with its simple and straightforward claim for $14 nitllion loss. Suntand

contended that it was irrelevant to consider what Thight have happened,

commercially, after it paid Hauley the $14 willion fee:its primary loss was suffered

at the point of paying the fee. The judge focused, Suntand argued, on the wrong

transaction. Its loss was suffered because of its entry into the Hauley agreement, and

the payment of the fee due under that agreement; not because of its entry into the

SPA for plot 017 with DWF. Put broadly, Suntand argued that whatever other

transaction SUITland might have ei\tered (ie a purchase of the land by itself, or a new

joint venture, or no transaction at all) Stintand would ITave been $14 millionbetter off

had it not beenwi:origly induced to pay the Hauley fee.

356

357

.

,

.

r

265 Although, in argument, Sunland did appearto confirm, asthejudge thoughtwas the position
from its the pleadings (Reasons 14281), that it had never contended it would have withdrawn
from pursuing the plot.

am Reasonst4291-t4311.
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358 We will commence with Suntand's argument, made orally on appeal, that it

o11ghtto have succeeded on its claimfor $14 millionsimply upon proving that it was

induced by a misrepresentation to enter the Hauley agreement and pay the fee.

The judge's Teasoriingprocess was asfollows:

(a) compensatory damages for tort are measured by the monetary sum

necessary to put a wronged party into the position it would have

occupied but forthe wrongfulconduct;267

(b) to measure tlTat sum requires a comparison to be made between the

position the wronged party is in as a result of the tortious conduct (its

actual position) with the hypothetical position it would have been in

buffor the wrongfulcondiict(the counterfactual position);268

(c) a necessary element of that equation is the value of the actual position,

In Suntand's case, that required it to prove, as the party beat. ing the

onus of proof of loss and damage, the financial position in whichitwas

placed as a result of being induced to enter the Hauley agreement and

pay the fee;269

(d) Suntand's true financial position, as a result of entering the Hauley

agreement and paying the fee, was not measured by having regard

only to the fee paid (the expense) but also, in tl\e circumstances, by

taking into account the benefit it received as a result of paying that

fee;270

(e) there was limited, albeitincomplete, evidence led by Suntand of some

of tl\e financial gain it made after acquiring plot 017, including the

retention of $14 million received from a joint venturer who later

defaulted after entry into ajoint venture agreement to develop the plot.

359

Ibid t4321.

268 Ibid; altliouglispecificaUy referenced to the 'no transaction' scenario, tlTejudge made it clear
this method applied equally to the 'transaction' scenario;[4381, [440]

Ibid t4341

27n Ibid t4351; tile judge relied upon Lnti'obe Cnpitnl a Moi'18nge Cmpoinfioii Ltd 11 Hay Pi'openy
Consultants (2011) 190 FCR 299,
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But its evidence was not sufficient to enable the court to determine its

actual net financial position;271

out the task ofin those circumstances the court could not carry

comparing Stintand's actual financial position with its countedactual

position so as to be satisfied it suffered a loss - therefore it must fail.

Suntand's challenge does not so much take issue with this reasoning process,

Rather, it seems, it himts its attack to a denial of the premise in (d); that is, denying

that anything should be 'netted off'from the payment of the $14 million to determine

whether Suntand suffered a loss by the nitsleading and deceptive conduct or the

deceit. The gravamei\ of its argument was that one could and should disconnect

Suntand's eiTtry into the Hauley agreement and payment of the fee, on the one hand,

and its entry into the plot purchase agreement and any benefits that accrued or

would have accrued from doing so, on the other.

In our opinion such an approach would not deal with reality and artificially

limits the assessment of the coltsequences of the so-called inducement to only one

element of its true consequences.

The Hauley fee was paid as consideration to allow Sultand to step into

Prudentia's shoes and negotiate the acquisition of plot 017. The chronology leading

TIP to those two events, which we have already traversed, demonstrates that the one

was not going to occur without the ot}\er. Upon the execution by Suntand of the

Hall. Iey agreement on 26 September. 2007, on the very same day, Suntand met with

DWF to sign the SPA for the plot and pay the deposit under the contract. The

relevant negotiation of price and conditions had beenundertakenbetween Prudentia

and DWF, and between Suntand and DWF, leading up to 26 September so that the

outcome of the negotiation for the acquisition by Sumand for plot 017 was known

when it became bound to pay the Hauley fee. The payment by Suntand to Hauley of

AED 44,105,780 on I October 2007 was coordinated witl\ the receipt of Dun's

(f)

360

361

,

362

.

,

^n Ransons[4371, [438].
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executed part of the SPA. In short, Suntand's entry into the Hauley agreement and

the SPA were logically, chronologicalIy and coriumercially internal<ed.

So understood, it was correctin our view for the judge to regard the relevant

financial position of Suntand, as a consequence of the assumed wrongfulconduct, to

be the sum of both the expense paid and the benefit gained flowing from entering

the Hauley agi. eement. And because the Hauley agreement andthe SPA werelim<ed

in the way we have described, it was necessary for Suntand to establish what

benefits it derived from purchasing the land. This it failed to do.

Accordingly we reject Suntand's argument that the judge Thisdirected himself

or otherwise failed to deal appropriateIy with its 'simple' claim for $14 million loss.

In our viewtheapproaclT and methodhis Honouradopted wassound.

We tlTen return to Suntand's arguments set outin its written submission.

Stintand's first argument concerned what it alleged was 'impermissible

speculation' on tl\e judge's part that, had there been no Thisrepresentation and

inducement, Prudentia would nevertheless have bought the land and Suntand

would haveneeded to pay a premiumto purchaseitfrom Prudentia.

Of course, any 'finding' concerning a hypothetical scenario involves the court

deducing, as a matter of probability, what would have happened in circurnstances

that have not in fact occurred. One may acceptthat such an exercise could be called

an exercise in speculation. But it is wrong in our view to describe that as

'imperrntssible' given the nature of the task. Moreover, it was not as ifthe judge in

this case did notlTave a significantbody of evidence from which to draw reasonable

intereiIces as to what would probably have occurred if events had taken a different

363

364

365

366

367

368

course.

So, taking eachproposition triteIation to whichSunland complains:

(a) first, that Prudentia would have negotiated to acquire plot 017. We

have already found, contrai'y to Suntand's submission, that Prudentia
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was genuinely interested in purchasing the land so we see no reason

why that conclusioninvolved anyerroneousspeculation;

second, that Prudentia would have entered a contract (ahead of

Sultand) to acquire plot 017. We ITave already affirmed the judge's

coi\duston that Prudentia occupied the position of preferred

negotiator, in precedence to Suntand, and see no reason why the

judge's interence on this element involved any erroneous speculation;

third, that Prudentia would have sold plot 017 to Suntand. History

shows that Prudentia was amenable to either entering a joint venture

agreement to develop the plot or making an immediate return from it.

Had Suntand been interested in acquiring plot 017, as it showed itself

to be, there is no Teasoi\ to think that it would not have purchased the

land from Prudentia in the altered scenario under consideration;

fourth, that Prudentiawould have beenable to extract a prerhitimfrom

Suntand in doing so:

. There was unchallenged evidence, led by Suntand, of the

practice in Dubai in 2006 and 2007 of secondary buyers

acquiring the transfer to them of the contract to purchase land

held by a primary buyer with the seller (eg a master developer).

The primary buyer' would extract a 'premium' from the

secondary buyer, and the master developer would typically

charge a 'transfer fee'. 272 The judge described this method of

contract novation as 'tlTe usual way'in Dubai. 273

. Again there seems to be no reason why the same coriumercial

imperatives that the judge found drove Suntand to pay the

Hauley fee, in the circumstances before him, would riotsimilarly

have motivated it to pay a premium to Prudentia to obtain a

transfer of Prudentia's SPA. Likewise there is no reason not to

(b)

(c)

(d)

.

, .

"

272 withessstatementofDuaneKeigliran(8August2010)t331-1381.

273 Reasons [439], referring to the practicelieliad earlier outlined at[35]
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assume that Prudentia would have been able to negotiate the

same or sirrttlarterms for the purchase of plot 017, in the altered

scenario, as it was able to negotiate with DWF shortly before

Suntand offered to pay Prudentia a feeto 'go away'.

Whether or not the preinturn paid in the hypothesised

circumstances would have been the same amount asthe Hauley

fee of $14 million is, of course, difficult to say with any

coltfidence. But that was the figure agi'eed upon by the parties

in the actual transaction at ITand, and the postulated transaction

does not appear to involve significantly different commercial

dynarntcs. Notably, Suntand did not produce any evidence to

say what amountit would likely have paid by way of premium

had Prudentia ITeld an SPA. It did not give evidence that in

those altered circumstances it would not pay $14 million, but

something less, nor did it produce evidence to support the

proposition that in those circumstances Prudentia would have

accepted something less. Accordingly we think it was

reasonable to regard Suntand as not having discharged an

evidentiary onus to show that it would not ITave had to pay a

sintilar amount as a preTnium for tl\e transfer of an SPA as the

amount it paid as a consultancy fee under the Hauley

agreement.

On appeal SUITland drew attention to one email from Jim

G. Idbu^g (of Prudentia) to Reed of 3September 2007 as

evidence suggesting that Prudentia could not have gone

tlirough with the transaction itself. The emailin question

contemplates the possibility of Prudentia not entering a joint

venture with Suntand (because Reed did nottrust Sunland) and

queries what other partners Prudentia might approach. Some

problems were identified with some of the potential parti\ers

.

.
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369

although the email does not suggest they were ill. soluble, nor

that Prudentia would not move ahead to 'secure'the land in any

event. Nevertheless the proposition was never put to the test.

In our view that evidence does not establish that Prudentia was

unable to proceed withoutSunland.

In sunnnary, we do not find any of the propositions of which Sunlai\d

complainsto involve an inference that was notreasonably opento}xis Honour on the

evidence, or one that otherwise involved error.

WITat we have said in addressing the first of the errors alleged by Suntand in

its writtei\ subrntssions also addresses the second (which attacked the assumption

that Suntand would have paid Prudentia a preihium of $14Triillion in order to

acquire the land from Prudentia ifnecessary).

The tliird and final error complained of in written subnitssions was that the

trial judge did not have proper regard to the remedial purpose of the TPA and

wrongly 'speculatetdlinfavoTIT of the wrongdoer'. It cited the High Courts decision

in MMIj?11y 11 Ouei'10n bluestmerits Ply Ltd, 274 generally, in support of its argument. We

do not read that decision as saying anything that would suggest a court is not to

approach the drawing of inferences of fact concerning causatior\ or loss, in a case

concetning a claim for damages under Part Vlthe TPA, differently from any other

case. It said nothing about preferring inferences of fact to favour or not favour one

party or the other. Whattl\e court stressed was that it was wrong to approach the

operation of the provisions of the TPA which deal with remedies for contraverttion

of the Act by attempting to draw some analogy with any particular form of claim

under the general law. 275 We do not think that principle has any significant

application in this case. In any event, in our view, the trial judge did ITot'speculate'

in favour of the respondents as Suntand's argument implies.

370

371

,

,

:,

,

274 Milli?Icyo Ouei. toillitoestiiieii!sPlyLtd(2004) 216 CLR388

^ Ibid4071441,
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372 In conclusion we reject Suntand's argument that his Honour erred in making

tl\efindings he made on loss and damage.

Other alleged errors

CIEditjiitdings

A gi. eat many appeal grounds were directed at the trial judge's adverse credit

findingsconcerriing Brown and Abedian. 276

His Honour did indeed make adverse findings regarding tl\e credit of each

witness. Regarding Brownhe said:

Brown's urnreliability as a withessis, mmy view, indicated by the evidence he
gave in relation to a number of key issues:

(a) The introduction of the Sunlandparties (ttil. oughBrown)to Plot017;

(b) Brown's state of mind when he sentthe 'put your foot on it emailto
Reed;

(c) The fail\Lre of the Sunlarid parties to disclose to their potential joint
venture parti, .er the availability of the additionalBUA; and

(d) Brown'sstatLiswittiirithe Dubaiauthorities' investigation commenced
in December 2008, that is, that he was under investigation for
bribery. 277

Likewiseconcerning Abedian, his Honoursaid:

,.. in short, Abedian presented as an umehable withess and, as indicated
previously and as explored further in relation to some corporate governance
issues which arise with Suntand, could not be regarded as a reliable withess
of truth, Iaccept that the key issues on which Abedian gave clearly unreliable
evidence included evidence relating to the following:

(a) Abedian's befief that Plridentia or Reed or Och-Ziffhad a 'right' over
Plot017 (alti, .oughbecause Abedianadntitted that he was notparty to
any of the pleaded meedrtgs orconnnunications on whichthe Salarid
parties rely for their claim, Abedian's evidence in arts area is
irrelevant);

^) Ahadian'^ k",. wl^dge and understanding of Joyce's 16 August 2007
email;

373

374

375

See n 26 above

Reasons t3071
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(c) Suntand's knowledge of the price at which Plot 017 could be
acquired;

(d) Suntan. ofs entitlement to additionalBUA (and, imparticular, when this
first became known to SUI\land and why it was not disclosed to the
Prudentia parties);

(e) Abediai\'s reaction to the "second" calfrom Lee and Brearley to
Brown on 12 September 2007 (leading to the "put yom' foot on it"
email);

co ti. Te existenceofa "reservation agreement" for Plot017;

(g) the status of negotiations with Prudentia on 17September 2007; and

(h) the investigation by the Dubaiauttiorities commencing in December
2008, including the role of Brown in that investigation and Abedian's
communications with the Dubaiprosecutor. 278

The trial judge's analysis and findings concerning the credit of Brown and

Abedian are to be found in many places t}Troughoutthe judgment, but his Honour

collected much of it in the passages that follow eacl\ offhe above extracts, discussing

each of the listed topics in turn. 279 Elsewhere the judge also made adverse findings

in relation to specific issues as he analysed them; for example in relation to their

evidence aboutthe 12 September 'PIit your foot on it email. 280 We do notintend to

refer to every place where his Honour discusses the witnesses' credit.

In Fox 17 Pel, q/'81 the High Courts set out principles tlTat guide an appellate

court's approach to findings of a trial judge that depend, at least in part, on that

judge's assessment of the credit of a witness. TITere, GleesorL Cj, Cuminow and

Kitby 11, noted a series of decisions that relterated:

.. the need for appellate respect for the advantages of trial judges, and
especially where their decisions wight be affected by their impression about
the credibility of withesses whom the trial judge sees but the appellate court
does not. 282

376

,

377

.
,

278 Reasonst3211.

,,, Reasons 1308j-[3201(Brown); Reasons 1322]~1332] (Abedian); and Reusons 1333j-t34Tl(in
relation to certain corporate governance issues).

^O Reusons[1381(Brown);Reusons[T39],t1481(Abedian)

281 Fort, Pel'cy(2003)214CLR118

us^ Ibidt261.
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Their Honours went on to say:

If, making proper allowance for tite advantages of the trial judge, they
conclude that an error has been shown, they are authorised, and obliged, to
discharge their appellate duties in accordance with the statute, 283

.., In particular' cases incontrovertible facts or uncorLtested testimony will
demonstrate that the trial judge's conclusions are erroneous, even when they
appear to be, or are stated to be, based on credibility findings. 284

In some, quite Tare, cases, although the facts fall short of being
"incontrovertible", an appellate conclusion may be reached that the decision
at trial is "glaringIy improbable" or "contrary to compelling inferences" in the
case. 285

378 Returning to the present case, the trial judge considered that Suntand's case

failed even if he were to take the evidence of Brown and Abedian at face value,

regardless of the veracity of their evidence. 286 Nevertheless it appears to us that his

Honour's critical conclusions on issues such as reliance were at least innuenced by
his assessment of the creditof Brownand Abedian.

379 It is useful to set out some examples of passages from the cross-exarntnation

of Brown and Abedian, as extracted by the trial judge, WITich illustrate the kind of

evidence that his Honourfound discredited the witnesses. We bear in mind that an

appellate court suffers 'natural linttations' compared to the trial judge in respect of

the evaluation of witnesses' credibility and the 'feeling' of a case;limitations notfully

overcome by reading the transcript. 287

In relation to Brown, the trial judge extracted passages of cross-exantination

and made coriuments concerning Brown's participation in the Dubaiinvestigation in

2008 and 2009, concluding that his evidence indicated he could not be taken to be a

reliable witness of truth:

initially, Brown denied, quite explicitly, that he was the subject of a bribery

380

^3 Ibidj271.

^,* Ibidt281(cmtionsomitted).

285 Ibidt291(citationsomitted).

286 Reasonst3041.

For u Pel, cy (2003) 214 CLR118, t231.
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anegationby the Dubaiauttiorities. His explicit denial was as 10nows:

"You see, at this time you were a person under investigation for
paying a bribe, wererL't you?---They were gathering the facts. The
Ruler's Court was writing up a report.

No, my question is: at this time, you were a person under
investigation for paying a bribe?---They were certainly asking me
questions. Idon'tkriowwhattheirview of mewas.

Surely you looked at the search warrant that's been translated in
relation to the approach of Dubaiatithoritiesto the Sunland offices?--~I
have.

Do youremember'the date of it?---The search?

No the date of the warrant?---It would be around 26 January, around
that time.

Was the reason given in the warrant that you, David Scott Brown,
were under investigation for paying a bribe of 451vl Dit. ham?~-"There
was bribery mentioned. IdorL'tbelieve Iwas accused of that, but there
was a bribery case being investigated. "

Brownwas then taken specifically to the translation of the searchwarrant:

"So, 'DubaiPolice GeneralHQ General Department State Security, on
26 January 2009, to the Prosecutor General on Duty. David Scott
Brown, Australian national, director of operations at Suntand, ' Gold
and Diamonds complex and the building, 'Further to the public
prosecution's authorisation dated 22/1/2009 purporting that a group
of employees working at Nakheel are rigging the sales process itT
return for bribes by using sham reservations of lots or selling them at
lower than the market, and giving employees orders notto dispose of
them and then selling them through brokers in return for obtairtirig
sunrs of money, it has been decided to pass flits itormation to tite
Financial Audit Departrnent at the KK the Ruler's Court, who have
found that an Australian national called David Scott Brown obtalried

Lot 017 at the Nakheels Waterfront project mreturn for paying 45
Tmllion dirhams as a bribe to obtain this lot at a cost lower than its

market price. "

.
,

Brown was then asked:

"You knew that, didn't you?--Yes, I knew the case was about bribery,
yes,

Following this acknowledgment, the cross-exarriination continued:

"WITy couldri't you tellus that you were being investigated for bribe?-
--rinnotdenyinglwasbeingasked manyqiLestions, yes.

You've read that, haven'tyou Ithe searchwarrantj?---Yes,

Whatitsays that you were under investigation for bribery, doesn't it?-
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--It does there, but---

Amd you knew t}Tat at the time I suggest, Mr Brown?---I can't recall
that document whenyotT are asking me the previous questions.

Are you saying to the courtthat you are unable to recallwhether you
were under investigations for bribery in January 2009?--WhatlrecaU
is that the Ruler's Court were talking about bribery and corninissions
and I understood that they did not have the facts about what this
transaction was based on. There was no bribe, there was no

coinrnission, there was a premiumpaid,

HIS HONOUR: Could you answer the question?--Can yourepeatthe
question, please?

MR RUSH: Are you saying to the courtthat you are unable to recall
whether you were under investigation for bribeiy in January 2009?---
No, I'm not.

Whatis the position, do you recaUornotrecaU--Ido recaU.

You do recall?---Yes.

That you wereunderirivestigationforbribery?--Yes

Why didn't you tellus that five Trimutes ago?

HIS HONOUR: There's no doubt aboutitis there? Ithink one could

infer the average person would be horrified to get a document like
that in Dubai?---Yes.

MR RUSH: And you were horrified, weren't you--~I was. "288

Especially given that the trial judge has observed the witness's demeanour

and tone, and ITad the benefit of the entirety of the evidence in which to place the

evidence ill context, answers of the kind set outin the foregoing passage seem to us

to provide a foundation from which the judge might legitimateIy form an adverse

impression of the witness.

Likewise in respect of Abedian, and given the same advantages enjoyed by

the judge that we have just mentioned, the following passage seenrs to us to

illustrate why an adverse view Thight legitimateIy be formed about that witness,

Here the judge commented TIPorrcross~examination of Abedian aboutthe 16 Alignst

2007 emailin which joyce had told Brown that the main issue was that he (Brown)

381

382

288 Reasonst3141-t3161(citationsomitted).
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cometo ariarrangementwithReed that allowed Sunland to dealdirectly with DWF:

In spite of Brown's evidence, Abedian maintained his claim that a hard copy
of the Joyce emailwas handed to him by Brown. According to Abediari, this
email was of such importance to him that he kept it in his office drawer.
indeed, his evidence was that it was so important that from time to time he
"showed litl to some people that it was important to me". in spite of its
claimed importance, Abedian's evidence was that he no longer has a copy of
this email, havii, .g disposed of it in an office move around December 2006,
September to December 2006, at the end of 2006. This, of course, could not
have occurred, as the emailwas notin existence at tilts time, being an emailin
August 2007. As submitted agairtst Sunland, I must conclude that Abedian's
evidence of keeping tits emailwas a complete fabrication, asis clearfrom the
following part of his evidence in cross-exaltimation:

"If you were showing this emailto people like MTSjoyce and Mr Bin
Hatder in early 2009, how could you have disposed of the email as
part of an office move tit. December 2006? The email didn't even exist
in 2006?---No, the move, we made ith\the end of 2007, 2007.

I see, before Christtnas?---I think so. I could not give you exact date
aboutt}Ie move of the office.

WeU, ifitwas before Chistinas, then you didri'thave that email at the
hale Mrjoyce was arrested, did you?---No, Ihadbecause ICanvividly
remember that David gave me the email, that is why lain tening you,
when he was arrested. Shortly after, Ishowed it to A1\gela.

Your evidence is you disposed of the email, tlTe hard copy you kept in
your drawer, at the time of the office move; correct?---That's correct.

Your office move was at the end of 2007?---I don't know exactly the
time. I can find out and let you know.

It was weU priorto the arrest of Mrjoyce?--It was, correct.

Yes, so when you have your meeting with Mrsloyce, you don't have
that original email, do you?---Witl\ Mrsloyce?

Yes?---No, Ihad mmy hand, Ishowed it to her,

Howcould you have the original emailthatyoukeptinyour drawer if
you disposed of it at the end of 2007 as part of an\ office
move?--Maybe it wasn't disposed, maybe I kept it, maybe I asked
David to give me another copy. It was always there for me to access
it. I didn't need to keep anything. ICOuld have had a hundred copies
of that. " ^9

,

,
,

383 Reading tite judgmei\t as a whole, it is clear that ITis Honour's impression of

the two primary witnesses for Suntand was the product of a combination of matters:

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd& Anorv Prudent^
Investments Pty Ltd & Ors
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for example, exchanges in cross-examination, comparisons of different accounts

given of the same incident or issue by the same witness, analysis of behaviour set

against what might reasonably have been expected in the circumstances, conduct

when under investigation by the Dubai authorities, etc. It is not possible to identify

the one piece of evidence from which the judge formed his impression: certainly his

Honour does not identify a single piece evidence. Rather, it is evident that his

Honour's impression was gained from rillmerous matters, each reir^orcing that

impression to one degree or another. And that impression was gained writlst

enjoying the kind of advantages available to a trial judge, which an appellate court

does not share, referred to in Fox 11 Percy.

So it was an innerently difficulttask for Suntand to undertake to perstiade us

that his Honour'simpressiorrs were wrongly formed. In our view, the two examples

of cross exarrrtnation of Brown and Abedian set o11t above290 represent, at least, solid

starting points for a reasonably formed adverse impression of t}\e credit of each

witness. A piece by piece analysis of eacl\ of the findings tlTat contributed to his

Honour's overallimpressioi\ was an onerous task; Suntand did not attempt it.

Rather it selected and attacked some particular findings with the hope that by

showing that some were made in error, thattl\e whole impression should be held to

have beenreached metror.

384

385 But even if it could be shown tlTat a particular finding here or there was

wrong, or was debatable, there was so much material upon which the judge based

his impression that the undermining of individual concltisiorLs was hardly likely to

Overwhelm tlIe whole. Further, the challenge to selected findings ran into some

difficulty, For example Suntand challenged the judge's finding that Brown's claim

that he thoughtit was Prudentia which held the 'development rights' over plot 017

was discredited by his statement made to the Dubaiprosecutor in January 2009. His

Honour extracted a passage from Brown's statement to Mustata dated 22 January

2009 in which Brown referred to Its beliefthat Och-Ziff had the arrangement with

am Abovet3801, t3821
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NaklT. eelfor development rights

"We understood the company intrie USA to be Och-Ziff(Ihave checked the
triteThet for the spelling), and [Reed] said this company had high level
connections wititpeople inNakheel. .. The people atNakheelsaidthey knew
that tt, is plot ID171 was controlled b a

386

said he had heard of the Och-Zill Company, but they didn't know ai\y
details"[underlining added in Joyce submissions]291

The illdge then concluded:292

I accept the subrinssions on behalf of Joyce that this reference to Och-Ziff is
completely contrary to Brown's assertion that he thought it was Prudentia
which controlled Plot017

387 Suntand took us to tl\e relevant statement and complained that his Honour

simply overlooked the fact that Brown had also spoken, in the same statement, of

Reed saying that'his company' had tl\e development rights over the plot; meaning,

Suntand argued, that Prudentia had the rights. Suntand argued that the judge 11ad

nitsused the statemeITtto make an erroneous finding, and tl\us to wrongly discredit

Brown. Much of the force wastaken out of this argument when it wasseen that the

trial judge prefaced his quotation of Brown'sreference to Och-Ziffwiththese words:

Additionally, in his statement to Mr KITalifa, of the Dubai Police dated
221anuary 2009, Brown asserted that Reed had told him that Prudentia had
"the development Tights" over Plot 017, but he then said, in the same
statement, ...tthen setting out the passage taken from Brown's statement
quoted two paragraphs abovel. 293

Thus, his Honour's remarks were not only made with express reference to Brown's

mention that Reed had told Itin Prudentia held 'development rights', butthey were

also more specifically targeted to the issue of the entity that supposedly 'controlled'

the plot

Certain other arguments advanced by Suntand to demonstrate that the

judge's findings on the credit of Brown and Abedian were not justified can be

disposed of by reference to other findings we have already made. For example, it

OU from the USA and Mattloyce

.

,

388

291 Reasonsj2281

Reasons 12281

293 Reasonst2281
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argued the findings werewrorLgbecause they were based upon:

(a) 11n 80"!Miltioit oftltei7' o1'alertdence rig"inst a miscoiisti'I{ctioit offIte pintiii?tern^ing of

file conferlipornneoi{s docunieitts. The documents Suntand referred to were the 16

August email, the recitals in the Implementation Agreement and the recitals

in the Prudentia and Hauley agreements. Our findings on the meantng of

these documents accord with those offhe trial judge, and not with Suntand's

contentions.

(b) nil eonlu"tioit of tileir evidence rigninst " case that Swillnitd mas not required to meet.

Contrary to SUITland's subintssioi\, we held that the case it had to meet was to

prove it relied upon a representation that Prudentia or Reed I\ad an

enforceable legal^Ightto plot 017.

(c) rin coffinfttioiiqftlieir evidence in circi{Instmtces 111here his Honour/lined to considei'

interiml documents of file respondents. Here Suntand refers back to the

documents said to support the 'scheme' writcl\, as we have previously held,

ITis Honour Tightly refused to entertain.

In conclusion, and for the reasons we ITave given, we reject Suntand's

contentions that the trial judge erred in making adverse findings coi\certiing the

credit of Brownand Abedian.

389

Alleged errors ill ripplyiiig tile PI, inciples of Browne o Dunii rind lones o Dunkel

Grounds of appeal 50 and 51 were factualIy and conceptualIy related. By

gi. ound 50 Suntand contended the trial judge erred in rejecting its subrntssion that

the rule in Bi, ozone 17 Dunne applied to the failure of the respondents to putto Brown

contrary versions of the conversations that Suntand pleaded that Brown had with

Reed and Joyce. By ground 51 it contended that the trial judge misapplied the law

expressed in the rule in lones o Dunkelwhen holding that no interence adverse to the

respondentswas open to be drawn incircurnstances wherethey called ITo witnesses,

Neither gi'ound was pressed in either written or oralsubmissions and we take

them to have beenabandoned, We say nothing further aboutthem.

390

391
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lullsdictioit: exb'ritei, litoii"117rooisions offIle TPA rind FTA

Questions were raised at trial whether the prohibitions under Part V of the

TPA, and like provisions under the FTA, applied to the conduct of Prudentia,

Hauley, Reed orjoyceevenassumingt}\eirconductwould otherwisel\ave amounted

to Thisleading or deceptive condtict or to have involved false representations. The

issue was the territorial reach of the two statutes. 294

392

393 Suntand alleged that joyce made the representations that constituted the

prohibited conduct in meetings in Dubai between March and September 2007,295 a

telephone call with Brown in Dubai on 15 August 2007,296 an emailto Brown

(received in Dubai) on 16 August 2007,297 and a telephone callwith Brown in Dubai

on 29 August2007.298 Hauley's conduct, on the other hand, was alleged to ITave been

engaged in when it retained and instructed Freehills in Melbourne to prepare the

Hauley agreement, 299 and when it caused Sinn (of Freehills) to emailthe Haiitey

agreement from Australia to Brown in Dubai. 300

The conduct of both Hauley and joyce was alleged to have contravened each

of the following provisions of the TPA:301

Misleading or deceptive conduct52.

(T) A corporation shall not, in trade or commerce, engage in
conduct that is Thisleading or deceptive or is likely to IT'Slead
or deceive.

False or misleading representations

394

.

,

,

.

294 After extensive analysis it appears the trialjudgefound that the TPA and FTA applied to the
conduct of Prudeiitia and Reed but notto that of Hanley or Joyce. In any case, although the
amended grounds of appeal(gi'ounds 50, 55, 56, 57 and 58) do not make itso clear, Sunland's
written outhiie of submissions on appeal 1671-[71] clarify that it is only the findings with
respecLto Hauley andjoyce tiiat are the subject of appeal.

SFASOC t91.

SFASOC t121.

SEASOC [14].

SPASOC tT81

ASOC t311.

ASOC t321.

an ASOCt4/1, t57100yce);1391, t551(Hauley).
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A corporation shaU not, in trade or coriumerce, in coinTexion
with the supply or possible supply of goods or services or in
coiniexion with the promotion by any means of the supply or
use of goods or services:

(an)

(g) make a false or IT'Sleadirig representation conceritrig
the existence, exdtLsion or effect of any condition,
warranty, guarantee, rightorremedy.

False representations and other misleading or offensive conductin
relation to land

(1) A corporation shall not, intrade or commerce, inconnexiort
with the sale or gi. ant, or the possible sale or grant, of art
interest in land or in connexion with the promotion by any
means of the sale or gi'ant of an interest inland:

falsely represent that services are
standard, quality, value or grade;

53A

(b) make a false or Intsleading representation concerning
the nature of the interest in the land, the price payable
for the land, the location of the land, the characteristics

of the land, the use to which the land is capable of
being pat or may lawfuUy be put or the existence or
availability offacilities associated with the land;...

It can be seen that each contravention, to be made out, requires that the

conduct or the representation be engaged in or made 'in trade or commerce'. The

expression 'trade or coriumerce'is defined in the TPA to mean ...'trade or coriumerce

within Australia or between Allstralia and places outside Australia'. It follows tlTat

conduct engaged in or representations made in trade or coriumerce that is neither

within Australia or between Australia and places outside Australia will notfulfilan

essential condition of each of the prohibitions relied upon.

395

of a particular

. . ,

396 Moreover, in addition to the territorial litnitation inherent in the defined

expression 'in trade or coriumerce', the trial judge rightly pointed to another principle

of limitation:302

302 Reasonst4001(citation moriginal).
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The Commonwealth Parliament has the power to pass legislation which
operates extraterritorially provided it is "for the peace, order, and good
goveri^nent of the Conunonwealth with respect to" one or more heads of
power conferred by tlTe Coini, 10/11/78nltli Coilstittiti'o11. It is trite law that a
statute will be presumed to apply only to the territory or nationals over which
the legislature has jurisdiction, though the presumption may be displaced by
a clear indication to the contrary. 303

So, in SUITrrnary, it can be seen that two separate principles of territorial

litnttation were under consideration: first, the requirement introduced by the

condition 'in trade and coriumerce' that such trade or coriumerce be within Australia

or between Australia and places outside Australia; and secondly, and separately,

that unless there is clear indication to the contrary, the statute is presumed only to

apply to conductwithin Australia or to Australian nationals.

As to the second limiting principle, s5 of the TPA does provide a clear

indication to the contrary by providing:

5 Extended application of PartslV, IVA, V, VB andVC

(1) PantlV, P^rtlVA, PantV (. ther than Divi^ionlAA), PartVB
and PartVC extend to the engaging in conduct outside
Australia by bodies corporate incorporated or carrying on
business within Australia or by Australian citizens or persons
ordinarily resident witliin Australia.

In Bi. iglif I? Fenicnre, 304 Lehane I brought together' the two principles of

territorial jinittation, as extended by s 5(I), in this way:

Conduct, then, gives rise to a liability under, for example, section 52 if two
conditions are met: first, it is engaged in within Australia (by a corporation)
or' outside Australia (by a body referred to in section 5(I)); secondly, it is
conduct in trade or coriumerce (including trade or coriumerce between
Australia and a place outside Australia). 305

The extended operation under s5(I)is o1Tly available for a claim made under

397

398

,

399

,

400

303 See DC Pearce and RS Geddes, Stntitto, y Interni'atriftoiiiiiAush'at^^ (7th ed, LBC, 20T1), t5.91.
15.1Tl and 16,381; and see Bermion, Sthti, tiny filmyietntioii(4th ed, Butterworths, 2002), 315-322;
and see B, 'my o F Hqffiiin, I-Ln Rod, e Ltd (2002) 190 ALR I at 12,1471; 12002j FCA 243, (Me"kelD
referring to R I, Inureso111/89612 QB 425 (CA) at 430 (Lord RussellCj).

pOOOl FCA742

us [20001 FCA 742 [77]-[781; and see Gulp, init I, minims Ply Ltd (N, 4) (2000) 123 FCR 62 1172]-
11741
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s 82 of the TPA with the consent of the Mirrlster. 306 There is ITo dispute that the

Suntand parties did obtain such consent. It follows that, subjectto the conduct being

'intrade or commerce' as defined, the application of the relevant sections in Part V

extend to conduct engaged in by Australian citizens (which would include Joyce)

and bodies corporate carrying on business within Australia (which, Suntand

contends, would include Hanley). Being a corporation registered in Singapore,

Hauley did not qualify as an Australianbody corporate,

His Honourfirstconsidered whethers 50) extended the operation of the TPA

to Hauley's conduct. The critical question was whether Hamey was 'carrying on

business within Australia'. His Honour found that Hauley was not, relevantly,

carrying on business in Australia because:

. there was no evidence it engaged in any commercial activity in

Australia on a continuous, repetitive or systematic basis;307

. there was no evidence ithad engaged an Australiansolicitor, or evenif

it had, the mere engagement of a local solicitor did not of itself mean

that Hauley was carrying on business in Australia;308 and

. the critical conduct, and aspects Tele\, antto it, took place in or was

located within Dubaiand not Australia. 309

401

402 Moreover, in relation to both Hauley and Joyce, his Honour found that the

condition that the relevant conduct be 'in trade or coriumerce' was riotsatisfied. That

is, he was not satisfied that the trade or commerce in the course of which their

impugi\ed conduct allegedIy occurred, was trade or commerce between Australia

and a place o11tside Australia. 310

am TPA, s5(3).

300 Reasons 13821, applying RT a YE Falls litresmients Pty Ltdo Netu Smith Wnles t20011 NSWSC
To21 t781(Pain^er I)-

308 Reasons 13791, 13821, applying Nano, InI Coin"!e, 'cml BRItk &Alloi' o Winchoi'Ite a 01'5 (T979) IT
NSWLR156 atT66(Hulandj).

309 Reasoius13831.

310 Reasonst4071.
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403 TITe judge identified a list of transaction features that he considered

important, both for deciding that Hauley was not carrying on business in Australia

and tlTat the transaction was not, in truth, between Australia and Dubai. 3TI Those

features included:

. plot017waslandlocatedinDubai;

. the vendor of the land was a limited liability company incorporated in

the Elmrates of Dubai;

. the proposed jointventure between Prudentiaand tl\e Suntand parties

concerned a development to be carried outii\Dubai;

. Browi\ was the International Design Director and tlTen the C}Tief

Operating Officer forthe DubaibranchofSunland at the relevanttimes

and was in Dubai at the time Ite received the Representatioi\s and

Hauley representations;

. the agreementtlTat was acted upon by the parties was the Hauley

agreement;

. the parties to the HanTley agreement were SWB (incorporated in the

British Virgin Islands) and Hauley (incorporated in Singapore);

. HameywasthecompaiTytowhomthefeewaspaid;

. a goverriinglaw of the Hanley agreement wasthelaws offhe Elmrates

of Dubaiand federal laws of the UAE;

. payment of the Hauley fee wasfrom the Dubaiaccolint of the Suntand

parties' Dubaibased solicitors to Hanley via cheque with the eXchange

occurring in Dubai;

the evidence of Suntand was that it considered there to be rLo 'recourse'

from their Dubaioperations backto Australia because the management

offITe Dubai operations is controlled outside Australia,

Suntand challenged both conclusions, namely the finding that Hauley wasnot

carrying on business in Australia and that its conduct was notin trade or coriumerce

,

,

,.

.

404

3.1 Reasons[3831, [406].
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between Australia and Dubai,

405 TTLrelatiorLto the first, Suntand argued that the finding was wrong because:

. Hauley was the wholly owned subsidiary of an Australian company

(Prudentia) that participated in a substantial transaction negotiated

from Australia;

. The transaction was negotiated by Australian solicitors acting on its

behalf and for its benefit;

. Hauleywas, meffect, Prudentia'snOminee andcreatedfortl\e purpose

of receiving fundsfromSunland;

. The conclusion that Hamey's coriumercial activities were not

contintious, repetitive or systematic in Australia was not a ^roper basis

upon which to supporttl\e finding.

We do not find Suntand's arguments on this issue persuasive. In deciding

whether Hauley was a company carrying on business in Australia it is not to the

point to caregorise it as 'Prudentia's nontinee' or simply attitbute to it the tinitted

purpose of 'receiving funds'. Hauley was incorporated to be the party that

transacted witl\ the vendor, to achieve taxation advantages o11the basis that the sale

and purchase betray'een tlTern was genuine and effective and occtirred offshore from

Australia.

406

407 Furthermore, even if Hauley itself retained Freeltills to prepare and send the

Hauley agreement ~ as to which we do notfirtd it necessary to decide - we consider

the trial judge was correctii\ notregarding that fact alone as being sufficientto show

that Hauley was carrying on businessin Australia.

Finally, tl\e observation that the coriumercial activities of Hauley were neither

continuous, repetitive or systematic in Australia was an appropriate finding and, in

our view, a proper consideration, in combination with otlIers, upon which to base

the conclusion.

408

409
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commerce between Australia and a place outside Australia, Suntand's written

subrntssion listed facts whicl\it argued oughtlead to the conclusion in its favour:

(a) Reed was ordii\artly resident in Victoria; (b) Reed and Prudentia carried
on business in Victoria; (c) Reed made misrepresentations triteIephone cans
titat he made, and emails that he sent, from Australia; (d) Joyce was an
Australian citizen; (e) joyce made misrepresentations by emaifing Brown
through Sunland's email server. located on the Gold Coast; (f) Toyce's
coriumuriications with Reed in order to carry out their joint purpose were
largely, if not entii'ely, condtLcted with Reed in Australia; (g) Melbourne
solicitors, Freertills acted on behalf of Prudentia and Hanley; (11) the PrtLdentia
parties made misrepresentations through documents prepared by solicitorsin
Australia; (i) Suntand's head office was in Australia, and its board members
approved entry into the impugiied transaction, in Australia; and ti) most of
the funds paid to Hanleywere funds sentfromAustralia.

It is evident from the foregoing listthat Sultand seeks to assirnilate Hauley's

conduct with that of Reed and Prudentia for the purpose of its argument. In truth

the Hauleyrepresentations (andthusits conduct) were of morelimitedcompass.

But, in any event, the task for the judge was to dedde as a matter of substrrnce

where the trade and commerce was occurring. In the context of considering the

'trade and COTrunerce' constitutional head of power, the HiglT Court said in W &' A

Mornrtlti, r Limited Ii Qld:312

But all the commercial dealings and all the accessory methods in fact adopted
by Australians to initiate, continue and effecttLate the movement of persons
and things from State to State are also parts of the concept, because they are
essential for accomplishing the acknowledged end. Commercial transactions
are multiform, and each transaction that is said to be interstate must bel'I'dged
of by its SIIbstn7ttinliinti4re in order to ascertain whether and how far it is or is
not of the character predicated. 313

Further, in AGCC U Global Prepnid Coini?Initic, It1'011s, Gyles I said:314

The mere fact that parties to dealings are in different States or that an
international party may be involved is not sufficientto establish the necessary
connection. The conduct must take place in the course of interstate or
triteInationalt, :ade or commerce.

410

4/1

.

J

"

4/2

4/3

in (1920) 28CLR530

313 Ibid549(our emphasis)

an 120061FCA146t501.
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features designed to lead to the conclusion for which it contended. In our view, the

character of the commercial activity in which the conduct of Hanley and joyce

occurred fell to be judged by its substantial nature and not simply by the

enumeration of features, no matter how significant or insignificant, that bore a

particular territorial connection. We are perstiaded that the attributes upon which

tl\e trial judge relied demonstrated, as his Honour found, that the SIIbstantial nature

of the trade and commerce in which the parties were engaged was trade and

corrunerce ill Dubai, not between Australia and Dubai.

Suntand also challenged Its Honour's findings that the FTA also did not

extend to the conduct of Hauley and joyce. Sections 9, 12(b), 1.2(k) and 12(rL) of that

Act - each said to have been breached - proSCribed the same or similar conduct as

did ss 52, 53(aa) and 53(g) of the TPA. 'Trade or commerce' was not defined in the

FTA in the same way as it was in the TPA; it merely provided that it included

business not carried outfor profit.

Section 6 of the FTA provided for its extraterritorialoperation:

6. Extra-territorial application of this Act

(1) This ActapplieswitlrtnandotitsideVictoria.

(2) This Act applies outsideVictoria to the fullextent of the extra-
territorial legislative power of the Parliament. 315

Essentially, Suntand relied upon the same factual arguments that it advanced

with respectto the TPA to contend that his Honour was wrong in finding that the

conduct of Hauley and Joyce lacked the requisite connection with Victoria. We agree

4T4

4/5

4/6

315 The judge set out a version of the section whiclT included sub-s (3), viz:

(3) Witlioutlimitingsub-section (1) or (2), this Actapplies to -

(a) the engaging inconductinVictoriabypersons outsideVictoria;

(b) the engaging inconductoutsideVictoriaby personsinVictoria.

That subsection was not in operation in 2007, the time of the relevant conduct. No party took
issue on titis point. It is riot evident Inat any consideration of those particular words featured
in tlTe trial judge's analysis or his conclusion. Even if it did we do not think such
consideration would lead to a conclusion different from one reached by an analysis that
ignored those words.
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with Ills Honour that although the provisions of the FTA do not mirror those offITe

TPA in terms of extraterritorial operation, the factual findings made in determining

the question under the TPA were highly pertinent in resolving the related issue

under the FTA. 316 Indeed, as we have said, Suntand essentially repeated the same

factual arguments it put forward in relation to the TPA provisions to support its

, position under the FTA.

We find no reason for arriving at any different conclusion, as a matter. of

substance, in respect of the illdge'sfindings under the FTA as we did mrespect of his

conclusions under the TPA. Accordingly we reject Suntand's grounds of appeal

concerning the judge's findings on the application of the two Acts to the conduct of

Hauley and Joyce.

4/7

Conclusion on the subst"?Ittoe appeal

In tl\e result, Sultand has failed to persuade us that the trial judge erred by

dismissing its claims for damages againstthe respondents, whether for breach of the

various statutory pro\71sions or in deceit. It follows that the substantive appeal must

be dismissed.

4T8

,

*'

The Anti-Suitlnjunction Appeal

In addition to pursuing its claims for misrepresentation and deceit at trial and

on appeal in this Court, Suntand has also pursued what are in substance the same

claims against Prudentia, Reed and Toyce in Dubai. Both proceedings arise out of the

same factual matrix; both are based on Thisrepresentation and deceit; and both seek

substantially the same relief. In this appeal, Suntand Group, the second appellantin

the substantive appeal and sole appellant in this appeal, 317 appeals the decision of

4/9

316 Reasonst4131.

317 Both Sunland Waterfront (BVl) Ltd and Suntand Group Limited were parties to the
apphcations for anti"suit injunctions made before Logan I and before the trialjudge, thougliit
is only Sunland Group Limited that is restrained by the ai\ti-suit injunction. We continue to
use 'Sunland' to refer to the relevantSunland party or parties, as appropriate.

SuntandWaterfront(BVl) Ltd & AnorvPrudentia 153
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the trial judge granting an anti-suit injunction to restrain it h'om continuing

proceedings agaii\st Prudentia, Reed andjoyce in Dubai,

Backgrot4, Id

Suntand's claim was filed in the Federal Court on To August 2009 and was

initially managed by Logan I, a judge of that court. 0113 November 2011, Logan I

cross-vested the proceedings to the Supreme Court of Victoria PUTSuant to an

application made by Joyce. The trial of the substantive proceedings commenced in

the Supreme Court of Victoria on 29 November 2011.

On 16 July 2009, Reed (in absentia), Joyce and two other Australian citizens

were charged with criminal offences under Dubailaw arising from the transaction in

relation to plot 017. Those charges proceeded in the DubaiCourt of Firstli^tance as

penal proceedings 2130/2009 ('Dubai penal proceedings'). In those proceedings it

was alleged, inter alto, that Reed and Joyce defrauded Sunland by falsely

representing that they had a rightto acquire plot 017.

420

421

rite proceedings ill Dubai

After the commencement of the Dubai penal proceedings, Suntand filed a

'civil right claim in Dubai against Reed and Joyce and others, and subsequently

applied to join Prudentia to that claim. The claim was filed in August 2009 and the

relevant courtfees paid in November 2009.

This kind of claim attaches to, and is Iteard in conjunction with, a penal

proceeding. The claim was filed PUTSuarLtto art 22 of the UAE Criminal Procedure

Code, issued under Federal LawN0. 35 of 1992, whichprovides:

Iwjhoever sustained a direct personal prejudice from the crime is errtitied to
claim from the accused ITis civil rights din. ing the gathering of evidence,
proceeding with the investigation or before ti\e court examiriirig the CTiiriinal
case, at any stage of the trial LIP to the close of oralpleadirigs.

Also relevantis art 269 of the UAE CTirntnal Procedure Code, WITicl\ provides

422

423

424
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that:

the conclusive criminaljudgment rendered on the merits of a CTirninalaction
declaring itinocence or guilt has resindicata and is bindiitg on the civil courts
minatters notyetsettled by a conclusive judgement.

In the first of two applications brought by the respondents seeking anti-suit

injunctions to prevent Suntand from bringing its claim in Dubai, Logan I heal'd

expert evidence on how civil right claims are heard and deterTwined. His Honour

held that:

Strictly, a person who makes a civil right claim pursuant to Art 22 in a
CTirririal proceeding is entitled actively to participate in that proceeding only
in relation to tlTat civil Inghtj claim. However, in practice, the distinction
between the civil right claim and the criminal charge in the proceeding is
often unclear such that a civilrightclaimant may be permitted, by the judge,
to ask questions at the CTirninaltrial and to hatse with and supply material to
the public prosecutor. If there is a finding of guilt the judge can enter a
finding as to interim compensation and then. refer the civilright claim to the
civil courts for final determination. Alternatively, the judge in the criminal
proceeding could simply dismiss the civil right claim if the judge considers
that course to be appropriate, 318

In his reasons for granting the anti-suit injunction, the trial judge in the

SupremeCourt drew on Logan}'s discussion of the nature and procedural aspects of

the civilright claim. 319 In addition, his Honour exantined the expert evidence on the

application of UAE law filed in the application before Logan I and also the evidence

of Diana Hamade, an expertretained by Suntand, filed in the proceedings before the

trial illdge. His Honour accepted the evidence of Abdulrahain Inina, an expert

retained by Suntand, that in determining a civilright claim, the CTirninalcourt may

itself make an award of damages for all or part of the amount claimed, or may refer

the assessment of the quantum of the civil right claim to the civil courts. 320 His

Honourconcluded that:

Consequently, it does seem a fair generalisation in relation to the Dubai
proceedings that a civilclaim made in the circumstances of the present Dubai
proceedings will, in effect, rely on the fact-finding in the criminal

425

426

,

,

318 Swimiid Write, limit (BVl) Ltd &'Ano1'I, Prudenti'n limesblurts Ply Ltd &' 01'5 (N0 2) [2010] FCA
312 1121('Federal Court Reasons'),

319 Anti-suitReasonst71

Ibid 1281
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proceedings. In spite of some of tile expert evidence before the Federal Court
suggesting titat Suntand would be constrained in its ability to participate in
the crirriirial proceedings, this is contrary to evidence heard during the trial of
this matter, which indicates that Suntand has the ability, and has, taken a
more titan merely passive role. 321

Tlie DubniWin, Id proceeding

On 15 June 2010, approximately 10 months after proceedings were

commenced in the Federal Court, Dubai World (the goverrnient-owned parent

company of Nakheel and DWF) filed its own civil right claim in the Dubai penal

proceedings against Suntand and various otlTet parties including the respondents in

this appeal. Dubai World claimed damages of AED 151,600,000

427

rite applications/by millizctitie I'end'

In December 2009, Reed and Prudentia applied to Loganjto restraiiTsunland

from pursuing its civil right claim in the Dubai penal proceedings. On 31 March

2010, Logan I disrntssed the application, 322 It was conceded before Logan Ithat the

mere fact that there was duplication of proceedings was insufficient to warrant

granting tite relief sought. 323 CriticalIy, his Honour held that Suntand had a

legitimate interest in pursuing its claim in Dubai:

That there may be forensic advantages in terms of law and practice in Dubai
in the making of the civilright claim emerges from the expert evidence. The
Sunland parties may weU benefitfrom the amalgam of their own resources
and those of the public authorities in Dubai in demonstratinTg that Mr Reed
has coriumtted fraud there

428

429

Aum, . all, the civil right claim in Dubaiis "an obvious step to take in tite
circumstances" for the Suntand parties to protect their interests. 324

On 13 and 14 December 2010, at the conclusion of the plaintiffs' evidence in

321 Ibid 1281, referring to tilecrossexaminationofSoheilAbedian
Federal CourtReasons

Ibid 1231

Ibid t321 and t401
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the trial of the substantive proceedings in tile Supreme Court, Prudentia, and

separately Reed and Joyce, made furtlTer applications to prevent Suntand from

pursuing its claim in Dubai. These applications were heard on 19 December 2011

andjudgmentwas delivered on 251anuary 2012

The trial judge ITeld that 'there is 110 suggestioi\ that complete relief against

the applicants is not available to Suntand in these "local" proceedings'325 and held

that Suntand did notl\ave a legitimate interest in pursuing its claim in Dubai. 326 His

Honour further ITeld that in the absence of such an interest, coriumencing

proceedingsin the Supreme Court and pursuing them to near completion amounted

to an election to pursue its claim in Australia rather than in Dubai. 327 His Honotir

concluded that'in arithe circumstances there is nothing to balance the vexation and

oppression arising from the maintenance of the foreign proceedings. '328

On 27 January 2012 the trial judge granted the injunction, ordering that

SIInland Group not

I. prosecute the civil claim for compensation or civilremedy coriumenced by

notice filed by the Second Plaintiff in Dubai CTirrLinal proceeding numbei

2130/2009 ^g^instth^ Thi^d D^fondant(. impro. ^^ding);

2. press its application to joiLT the First Defendant in the proceeding as a

defendant in the civilproceeding; and

3. commence or take any step in relation to any other civil proceeding o1

proceedings againstthe First, Second or Third Defendants arising out of or in

relation to the matters pleaded in the second further amended statement of

claim filed in the proceeding hereiri and sought agaii, .st the First to Third

Defendants intrits proceeding

430

431

I

I

,

*

325 Anti-suitReasons1251

3^, Ibid[291-136]

32, IbidtIn

us Ibid[54]
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432 01/31 Ianuary 2012, Suntand withdrew its civilrightclaim.

G, ,o1/11ds of"pipe"I

The appeal against the decision granting the injunction was heard together

with the appeal againstthe substantive judgment offhe trialjudge.

Suntand's notice of appeal lists 24 grotinds of appeal, In its written

submissions, SUITland subTnttted that the appeal should be allowed and the

injunction dissolved for six reasons:

I. It is not prima facte vexatious or oppressive for a plaintiffto bring two

sets of proceedings in respect of the same controversy in different

countries;

433

434

2. The onus is on the applicant for an anti-suit injunction to show that

there is vexation in point offact;

3, There was ITo evidence to support a finding that Suntand had 'elected'

to pursue its proceedingsin Australia to the exclusion of Dubai;

4. There was no evidence to support a finding that Joyce, Reed and

Prudentia were subjectto oppression or vexation;

5. The finding that Suntand had Do legitimate juridical advantage and no

sensible conrrnercialpurpose in bringing its claim in Dubai was wrong;

and

6. Suntand's claim in D{Ibai did not undermine the integrity of the

processes of the Supreme Court of Victoria.

As well as relying on its written subrntssions, counselfor Suntand submitted

that this was not an appropriate case in which to order an injunction for the reasons

set outin tl\ejtidgment of Loganl.

435
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436 It may be noted tlTat Suntand did notchallenge the finding of LoginTithat'the

substratuin of facts in respect of the proceedings in this Court, the criminal

proceedings in Dubai and the civilright claim in those proceedings are substantially

the same. '329 Nor did Suntand join isSIIe with the trial judge's finding that there is

no suggestion that complete relief against tlie respondents is not a\Jailable to

Suntand in these 'local' proceedings. 330

For completeness we note that in terms of potential legal remedies this

remained true despite the subsequentfinding of lack of jurisdiction in respect of the

misleading and deceptive conduct claims against Joyce and Hauley. 331 If the facts

alleged by it were made out then Suntand was entitled to succeed in its claims for

deceit. Both the claimsiiT. this Court and the criminal proceedingsin Dubaiinvolved

allegations that the respondents knowingIy deceived Suntand by way of false

misrepresentations.

437

Applicable principles

The authorities regarding the granting of anti-suit injunctions are well

established and are discussed in detailin the reasons of the trial judge. The primary

Australian authority is the High Court's decision in CSR Ltd 17 Cigiin Illsi{Innce

AUStrrrl^h Ltd, 332 In that case, the majority333 identified two broad bases upon which

the courtmay grant an anti-suitinjunction.

The first is grounded in tl\e court's inherent power to prevent its processes

being abused and the correlative power to protect the integrity of those processes

once satin motion. 334 The second is grounded in the courts equitable jurisdiction to

make orders in restraint of unconscionable conduct or the uriconscientious exercise

438

^

.
,

439

329 FederalCourtReasonst1.01.

330 Anti-suitReasonst251.

331 See[4/7]above.

(1997) 189 CLR 345 ('CSR').

333 Dawson, Toohey, Gaudron, MCHugh, CuminowandKirbylj.

(1997) 189 CLR 345, 391.
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of legal rights. The majority in CSR held:

One weU established category of case it\ which an injunction may be granted
in the exercise of equitable jurisdiction is that involving proceedings in
another court, including in a foreign court, which are, according to the
principles of equity, vexatious or oppressive. Thus, it was said in 017,071 troll
Coinpmiy o Mnclmeiithat '[w]here Ithere is] mm pendirLg a litigation here, in
which complete relief may be had, landj a party to the suit institutes
proceedings abroad, tile Court of Chancery in general considers that act as a
vexatious harassing of the opposite party, and restrains the foreign
proceedings. '335

The majority cited with approval the statement of Robert Goff Litn Banlc of

Tokyo Ltd o Knroon336 that 'foreign proceedings are to be viewed as vexatious or

oppressive only if there is nothing which can be gained by them over and above

WITat may be gained in local proceedings'337 and agreed that 'they are vexatious or

oppressive if there is a complete correspondence between the proceedings or, in

ternrs IISed in Cm, roll Iron Coinpnity, if "complete relief" is available in the local

proceedings, '338

In England, the principles upon WITich anti-suit injunctions are now granted

were alitlTorttatively stated by the Privy Councilin Societe Nntionnle Indwstrielle

Aerospn!I'file o Lee KMijnk. 339 The leading speech was given by Lord Goff who set out

the following test:

In the opinion of their Lordships, in a case such as the present where remedy
for a particular wrong is available both intrie English (or, as here, the Brunei)
court anTd in a foreign court, the English or Brunei Court will, generally
speaking, only restraln the plaintifffrom pursuing proceedings in the foreign
court if such pursuit would be vexatious or oppressive. This pliesTIPposes
that, as a general rule, the English or Brunei Court must conclude that it '
provides the natural forum for the trial of the action; and further, since the
Courtis concerned with the ends of justice, that account must be taken not
only of injustice to the defendant if the plaintiff is allowed to pursue the
foreign proceedings, but also of injustice to the plaintiffifhe is not allowed to
do so. So the Court will not grant an injunction if, by doing so, it will deprive
the plaintiff of advantages in the foreignforumof which it would be unjustto

440

44T

us (1997) 189CLR345,393

300 119871AC45

3, , (1997) 189CLR345,393

Ibid 393-394

300 119871AC871('Aerospatiale').
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deprive Ithn. 340

As the learned authors of Nygli's Conflict of Lintis in Allsti'Rilli"' observe, the

propositionset outin CSR that foreign proceedings are to be viewed as vexatious or

oppressive only ifthereis nothing whichcan be gained by them over and above what

may be gained in the local proceedings is framed in absolute terms, which is

surprising giventhatthe power to gi'antinjunctioi\s in respect offoreignproceedings

which are vexatious or oppressive derives from equity. In our view, it would not be

appropriate to interpret flits statement of the collrt as laying down a strict rule;

rather, as the majority atfirms later in CSR, the lilyiits of the jurisdiction are

deterTinned by the dictates of equity and good conscience, 342 This requires that both

the injustice to the respondents if Suntand is allowed to pursue the foreign

proceedings, and the injustice to SUITland if it is not allowed to do so, be taken into

account.

442

Primal, ICie oppression rind Ilex, ,troll

443 TTL the trial judge's discussion of the nature of the vexatiousness or

oppressiveness of parallel proceedings343 lits Honour drew on the High Courts

decision in Heiji'y 11 Henit/. 344 TITis was not an anti~suit injunction case, but rather a

case where parallel divorce proceedings had been coriumenced in Monaco and

Australia and the wife applied to have the Australian proceedings stayed on

grounds which incltided/bit, 1711/01i contienieiis. In that case, the majority held that:

It is prima fade vexatious and oppressive, intrie strict sense of those terms, to
coriumence a second or subsequent action in the courts of this country if an
action is already pending with respect to the matter missue. And although
there are cases in which ithas been held that it is not prima facie vexatious, in
the strict sense of that word, to bring proceedings in different countries, the
probleiris which arise if the identical issue or the same controversy is to be
litigated in different countries which have jurisdiction with respect to the

.

,.

,

Ibid 896.

an (2010,8thed), 198,

(1997) 189 CLR 345, 394.

343 Seemi!i-suitReasonst161-t171.

an (1996) 185CLR571('Hemy').
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444

matter are such, in our view, that, prima Iacie, the continuation of one or ti\e
other should be seen as vexatious or oppressive witttin the Votlisense of those
words. 345

The trialjudge, after setting outthis passage from Hellry, observed that:

On a more general level, it [Heijiy] atfii. Iris the notion that pininjiicie to have
two proceedings in respect of the same controversy in different countries is
vexatious and oppressive and that the court should do whatit can to avoid
that situation, for arithe reasons to which reference has been made. 346

445 Suntand subintts that the trial judge erred in holding that it was prima facte

vexatious or oppressive for a party to bring byo proceedings in respect of the same

controversy in different countries. It submits that the majority judgment in Hemj/,

which predates the High Cour^s decision in CSR, is distinguishable and is not

authority forthe proposition putforward by the trialjudge.

In OUT view, these subnvissions are based on a Thisreading of his Honour's446

447

reasorB.

When read in isolation, the trial judge's statement SIIggests that his Honour

held that the existence of two sets of proceedings in respect of the same controversy

was sufficient, prima facie, to constitute vexation or oppression. However,

consideration of his Honour'sreasons as a whole showsthattlrtsis notcase.

448 The trial judge accepted that, inter~alla, the following principles cart be

derived from CSR:

by) foreign proceedings are to be regarded as vexatious and oppressive if,
and perhaps only if, there is nothing which can be gained by a party
conducting those proceedings over and above that which ftTat party
may garninconductinglocalproceedings;

the mere coincident or co-existence of proceedings in different
countries is not, of itself, vexation or oppression;347

(v)

345 Ibid590-I(Dawson, Candron, MCHugltandGummowjj),

Anti-suit Reasons IT71.

Anti-suit Reasons t141
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449 In addition, the trial judge cited the decisioi\ of Finklestein I in TS Production

LLC 11 Drew Pith{72s Pty Ltd3'8 as authority for tlie proposition that 'tl\e existence of

simultaneous proceedings does not, of itself, establish tlTat an action is vexatious. '349

Furthermore, Its Honourstated:

First, it was subrnttted that it is vexatious and oppressive, as a starting point,
for a plaintiffto maintain two civilproceedirIgs seeking the same relief in two
jurisdictions. This position is sufficient to establish vexation and oppression
on a ruinin Incie basis, thus shifting the onus to the party indritairrtng the
proceedings to justify its position. It was common ground that mere co-
incidence of proceedings in different countries is not, of itself, vexatious or
oppressive. 350

These passages from his Honour'sreasons are inconsistent with the view that

the mere existence of parallel proceedings in respect of the same controversy in

different countries is prima facie vexatious and oppressive. Rather, they make clear

that the existence of two sets of proceedings would be prima facie vexatious or

oppressive o1\Iy incircumstances where botl\ proceedingsseek the same relief.

In his discussion of Henry, his Honour accepted that the power to stay

proceedings and the power to grant an anti-suitinjunctior\ are governed by separate

considerations, though they are related and draw on similar concepts, The trial

judge was careful to distinguish Hellry on its facts. 351

450

451

452

,

,.

453

,

His Honour observed:

At tiTe outset of its consideration of tiTe authorities, the High Court
emphasised the distinction between the power of a courtto stay proceedings
and the power to grant anti-suit injunctions, noti. rig, nevertheless, that in
some cases the power to stay a courts ownproceedirigs includes, as an aspect
of that power, the power to grantan anti-suitinjunction. 352

Althoug}\ tl\e decision to refuse to stay local proceedings and the decision to454

(2008) 172 FCR433 ('TS Production').

349 Anti"suitReasons[21].

350 Ibidt391(citationsomitted).

^, Ibidt161.

^ Ibid 181citingCSR(T997) T89CLR345,390.
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injunct foreign proceedings fallto be determined on the basis of discrete factors, 353

the concepts of vexation and oppression are the touchstone of both. As the first and

second respondents submit, it would be erroneousto argue that these concepts carry

differentmeanings in tl\ese different contexts.

In our view, it was clearly open to his Honour to view the High Courts

observations in Heniji as informative of the concepts of oppression and vexation in

the context of anti-suit injunctions. In light of the passages in the trial illdge's

reasons already referred to, Suntand's submission cannot be maintained. Rather,

consistently with the High Court authority in Hemy and CSR to which his Honour

referred, his Honour held that proceedings would be prima facie vexatious or

oppressive if a party soughtthe same reliefinbotlT proceedings.

There is no error in the trialjudge's TeasoiTing on this ground.

455

456

Qin4s nitd etii, Ie"ce reqt!ited to establish oppression and tiex"tioii

The trial illdge accepted that the onus is on the party seeking injunctive relief

to establish prima facie vexatioi\ or oppression in terms of there being nothing to be

gained by the party pursuing the foreign proceedings. 354 It is then for the party

resisting such reliefto establish thattl\ere is somejuridicaladvantage to be gained or

legitimate iiTterestin bringing and pursuing the foreign proceeding. 355

Suntand, relying on Finl<elsteinJ'sjudgmentin TS Production, submits that the

onus is on the applicantto 'shew that there is vexation in point of fact. '356 SLtnland

further subrnits that the respondents have failed to discharge the onus upon them

since there was no evidence that Joyce 11ad been putto any additional cost, expense

or harassment beyond that involved in defending the criminal charges brought

457

458

353 See yon, o Manjid, ,n F10i, ,' Mills Pty Ltd (1990) 171 CLR538; of CSR (1997) 189 CLR345,

Anti-suitReasons t141 n 17.

355 Ibid, citing TS Product^bit (2008) 172 FCR 433, 443 (Finkelsteinj); 448 (Cordon I); see also, Bank
of Tokyo o Km, coalT9871 AC 45, 60 (Goff Ll); Federal CourtReasons 1261 (Logaiil).

Ibid 181
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against him by the Dubai prosecutor. It submits that neither Reed nor Prudentia,

having chosen not to appear in the Dubai penal proceedings, can be vexed by

proceedings in which they not participating. 357

It is true that existence of simultaneous proceedings alone does not establish

vexation and oppression. Something more is needed, The passage from of

Fin}celstein I'S reasons upon which Suntand relies states that the applicant must

'shew that there is vexation in point of fact that is to say, tnnt tileitz is 110 necessity/br

hnrnssiiig tile D^lend, Int by double liftgniion'. 358

Justice GOTdorL(with whom Stone I agreed)in her reasons in TS Production,

also discussed what, in addition to the mere co-existence of proceedings, was

required to constitute vexation or oppression. Her Honour observed:

In t}lis case, the only "somett'ing more" to which the appellant could pointto
was the inefficiency and additional cost that would be incurred if both
proceedings were arrowed to go ahead. The presiding judge appears to have
accepted this submission (see reasons of Finkelsteirij at 1351-1371); however, I
cannot. It is not enough to observe that prosecution of tl\e two proceedings
may be, even would be, burdensome. The references to "unjustified" and
"LITitairly" are important. When it is understood that the rights and relief in
issue tilthe two proceedings are different, and that "some^rig ,,. can be
gained by [the foreign proceedings] over and above what may be gained' in
this Court, it is not arguable that it is either unjustified or initair to maintain
claims based on the Us rights in the nitnois proceedingssimultaneously with
clairris based on the Australian rights in the Federal Court. 359

These passages supportthe view that the focus of the inquiry as to whether

proceedings are vexatious or oppressive is not primarily on the additional expense

and costto the defendant, but rather on whether the bringing of a second proceeding

in respect of the same controversy is unnecessary, 'unjustified' or 'urffair', The

authorities indicate that whatisto be established in evidence is not primarily that the

duplication of proceedings will lead to additional cost, expense, or harassment, but

rather that there is nothing to be gained from the parallel proceeding; alternatively,

459

460

.

,

I'

461

,

357 SuntandGroup'soutlii\eofSubmissionst101.

358 TS PI. ochretioii(2008) 172 FCR 433, 443 (emphasis added), citing PelttuiiziiGi4niio COMpniiy 11
Bochoo!d (1883) 23 Cl\ D 225, 232.

,,, TSP, .ochreti0, ,(2008)172FCR433,448
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that complete relief is available in a single proceeding. If there is a legitimate

advantage that can be gained, the fact that the defendant will suffer additional cost

and harassment is easily outweighed, 360 The authorities show that whatis required

is not a straightforward balancing exercise that weighs the cost an\d harassment

incurred by an applicant (and presumably their ability to bear that cost and

ITarassment) against the advantage gained by the party bringing the proceeding.

Rather, as follows from the majority's Teasoriing in CSR, the balance is skewed

heavily in favour of allowing a party to proceed when there is something substantial

that may be gained in the foreign proceedings and is skewed heavily against so

allowing when there is ITot. 361

TTL our view, ITis Honour was correct in holding that once the applicant has

established that a party is seeking to maintain two proceedings that seek

substantially the same reliefin two jurisdictions, the onus shirts to that party to show

tlTat maintaining the two proceedings is justified. 362

The factthatt}Iere was rLo evidence that Toyce will be subjectto extra expense

and harassment given thatl\e will defend himselfin the Dubaipenal proceedings in

ai\y event, and the factthat Reed and Prudentia have elected notto participate in the

Dubai penal proceedings, does not preclude a finding that SUITlai\d's pursuit of its

claim in Dubaiis vexatious or oppressive,

As was subrnttted before the trial judge, it is an important principle of civil

litigation that once parties have had their contest they are generally entitled to

462

463

464

360 See eg Pel. nomii GIInito Co o Bochooldf (1883) 23 Ch. D. 225, 230:'It may be put, as regards this
case, shortly in this way: that it is not vexatious to bring an action in eachcountry where there
are substantial reasons of benefit to the plaintiff. He has the right to bring an action, and if
there are substantial reasons to induce him to bring tl\e two actions, why should we deprive
him of that right? It is very unpleasant, no doubt, to be sued twice - it is unpleasantto many
people to be sued once - butstilltliat does not make it vexatious where the plaintiffseeks to
get a Tealsubstantialadvantage. ' oresselMR)

361 Ibid. See also, Allstnte Life 1115/1mnce Co 11 Austinlin & Neti, Zealniid Binikiiig Gionp Ltd IT9961
FCA 1199 11201:'In no case of which l am aware has the burden of effort and cost alone been
found to constitute vexation and oppression, '(Lit\dgren I)

362 See TS PI, odtict^bit(2008) 172 FCR 433, 443; see also Dicey & Morris, Coinlict ofLnuis (Sweet &
Maxwe11, 15th ed, 2012) 589.
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assume that that is the end of the matter. Certainty is essential. TITis is supported by

the principles that underpin Allshuit estoppel363 and resIndicrrtn. To deprive a party

of this finality, without justification, will typically be sufficient to constitute

oppression or vexation. Such oppression or vexation may be found in the extra cost

and inconveriiei\ce, even harassment incurred by the duplication of proceedings, but

may also be found ifthe additional proceeding underTwines, withoutjustification, the

value of the cost and effort expended in the original proceeding by denying the

defendantthe opportunity to finally resolve the issues in dispute.

465 In our view, ITis Honour did not err in finding that it was prima facte

vexatious or oppressive for Suntand to pursue its civil rigl\t claim I\otwithstanding

that evidence of extra cost and harassment was not PTTtbefore his Honour.

Election

466 The trialjudge held:

Suntand has not only coriumenced the present proceedings in Australia, but
has pursued them to completion short of closing submissions, as indicated
previously. As discussed further, below, the first, third and fourth defendants
subintt that this amounts to an election on Suntand's part to pursue
proceedings in relation to the same subject matter in Australia, rather titan
Dubai. In the absence of some juridical or other advantage or "legitimate
interest' for or tiltakirig and pursuing the Dubai civil proceedings, as I have
found and discussed below, I accept that Suntand has made such an
election. 364

,
I

467 The trial judge cited Lord Browi\e-Wilkinson VC, sitting in the Chancery

Division in Allsti, @Itnit Coini?leftin! Resenrcli in^of Dene!opnteitt Ltd 17 ANZ MCCitt{811nit

MeI. chintt Brink Ltd, 365 as authority for the proposition that WITere a plati\tiff seeks to

pursue the same defendantin twojurisdictionsin relation to the same subjectmatter,

'the plaintiffis required to electwhich set of proceedings it wishes to pursue', 366

363

364

See Pm, I of MeIbotii, Ile Antiioi7'^IIJ Allslit!It Ply Ltd (T981) 147 CLR 589.

Anti-suit Reasons 1171.

1198913 An ER 65, 69-70.

Ibid 70.
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468 It is clear that if a party has made an election as to the forum in which they

will proceed, equity may intervene to preventthem pursuing proceedings in relation

to the same subject matter in another. In CSR, the majority held:

Thus, for example, it may be that the bringing of proceedings with respectto
one claim is properly to be seen, in the circumstances of the case, as an
election either. not to proceed on another claim or not to proceed in another
jurisdiction, thus giving rise to an estoppel by conduct such that it would be
unconscionable for that other claim to be pursued or for proceedings to be
coriumenced in another. jurisdiction. In cases of that kind an injunction may
issue mrestrairLtof the subsequent proceedings. 367

In Aerospntinle, Lord Goff held:

kilother important category of case in which injunctions may be gi. anted is
where the plaintiff has coriumenced proceedings against the defendant in
respect of the same subject matter both in this country and overseas, and the
defendanthas asked the English courtto compelthe plaintiffto elect in which
country he shall alone proceed, 368

Whilst an injunction may issue to prevent a party who has elected in which

jurisdiction they will proceed from proceeding in another, it is importantto bear in

mind that the questioi\of whether a plaintiffisrequired to make andection depends

on the prior question of whether the plait\tiff gains a legitimate juridical advantage

by persisting with parallelproceedings. We acceptthe SIIbrinssion of Suntand that if

there is SIIch an advantage, no scope for an election arises,

We are not persuaded that it was open to the trial judge to find that, prior to

25 January 2011 (when judgment granting the anti-suit injunction was delivered),

Suntand ITad made, or beei\ compelled to make, an election. Though an application

had been made in the Federal Court to mittnct the Dubai proceedings, that

application was refused on the basis that Suntand had a legitimate interest in

pursuing its claims in both Australia and in Dubai. By making tlTe application for an

injunction in the Federal Court, it may be said that the applicants asked the Courtto

compel Suntand to elect the jurisdiction in which it would proceed. By holding that

Suntand gained a legitimate juridical advantage by pursuing its claim in both

469

470

471

am (T997)189CLR345,394.

368 119871AC871,893.
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jurisdictions, Logan Ifound that it was not required to make such an election. The

factthat Suntand continued to pursue the Australian proceedings does not, without

more, provide a basisfor departing from the position determined by the Loganlthat

it was permissible for Suntand to pursue its claim in both jurisdictions. The

observation in CSR suggests that the circurnstances of the case may give rise to an

estoppel by conduct SIIch that it would be unconscionable to maintain a second

proceeding. Given that Loganl dismissed the application, it could not be said, prior

to the trial judge delivering the Anti-suit Reasons, that it was uricoi\scionable for

Suntand to maintain its claim on the basis that circumstances reqtiired it to make an

election,

472 Nor, in our view, cart it be said that circumstances after the trial judge

delivered the Anti-suit Reasons required SUI\land to make an election. The anti-suit

injunction expressly prohibited Stintand from proceeding in Dubai, meaning that

while the ii\junction was in force, Australia was the only jurisdiction in which it

could proceed with its claim. Whilst Suruand could have abandoned its Victorian

proceeding in favour of proceeding in Dubaiat aiTy time priorto and arguably after

the issue of the injunction, but chose not to do so, the respondents' submission that

Suntand's closing of its case and taking judgment in Victoria can be viewed as

nothing less than an election overstates the case. It is, however, unnecessary for us

to decide whether Suntand'sconduct amounts to an election to proceed in Victoria to

the exclusion of Dubaito dispose of the appeal.

.

No legitiiiz, Itej'147'idic, !I adt?""tage

473 Suntand submits it will obtain the following juridical advantages by

proceeding in Dubai:

I. The benefit of obtaining a judgment enforceable in places where an

Australianjudgmentis not elforceable;

2. The Dubai Court ITas documentary evidence and witT\ess testimony

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd& Anorv Prudenta
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available to it that was not available to the Supreme Court of Victoria at

trial;

3. Suntand could obtain what Logan I described as 'inchoate benefits',

including advantages for its reputation in Dubai, from bringing

proceedings in Dubai; and

4. Suntand is itself a defendantto a civilright claim broughtin the Dubai

penal proceedings by Dubai World, the government owned parent

company of Nakheel and Dubai Waterfront, for whom Joyce worked

andfrom whomSunlarLd purchased plot 017.

The first tliree of these juridical advantages, Suntand submits, demonstrate

that Suntand could not obtaincomplete reliefintheSupreme Court of Victoria.

474

Bandit ofobfnining 17 CIAE illdgiiteiit

The trial judge held that writlst it was coriumon ground tliat an Australian

judgment would not be enforceable in the UAE, the factthatthe evidence indicated

that neither Prudentia, Reed norJoyce had any assetsirLthe UAEmeanttl\ere was no

sensible commercial purpose in continuing proceedings against them in Dubai. 369

On this basis, his Honour found that Suntand gained no juridical advantage from,

and had no legitimate interest in, obtairitng such ajudgment. 370

475

476 In the absence of any assets in the UAE (or it appears in any of the

jurisdictions which such a judgment could reach) any benefittlTat such a judgment

could confer would be insubstantial. Though Suntand submitsthatthis may change

if assets are brought into the innsdiction, we agree with the trial judge that this

subThission is entirely speculative. Beyond stating that a DAE illdgrneiIt would

enable it to recover in the eventtl'tat assets were broughtinto ajurisdiction in which

a UAE judgment may be enforced, Suntand did not, in its submissions, articulate

369
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whatthe advantage to it consistsin.

In our view, given the absei\ce of any assets against WITich such a judgment

may be eritorced and the consequentlack of any practical advantage to Suntand, this

advantage is of little weigl\t.

477

EUidence Runtlnble to the Dubni Court

478 Suntand notes that the respondents did not dispute that the DubaiCourtl\as

received evidence obtained from search warrants executed in Dubaiand from police

interviews in Dubai, including interviews with joyce. 11\ addition, it subrhits that

because joyce and Reed both chose not to give evidence at trial and thus avoided

exposing themselves to cross examination, further evidence may be available to it in

the Dubaiproceedings.

Justice Logan, in determining the application itTthe Federal Court, held that:

The Suntand parties may well benefit from the amalgam of their own
resources and those of the public authorities in Dubaiin demonstrating that
Mr Reed has coinimtted fraud there. If so, a guilty verdict will, at the very
least, be of singular advantage in ternus of assisting their establishing liability
in their civil right claim. That advantage will be retained even if, as appears
likely, the crirrntial court were, in the event of a finding of guilt, to decide,
given the quantum of the claim, to refer it to a civilcourt.

Any such advantage would be lost in the event that a restrairrirLg order is
made and it transpires that the Dubai CTirriiTTai proceeding is completed
before this proceeding is concluded. 371

However, notwithstanding this, the trial judge held that any procedural or

evidentiary advantage that may flow from proceeding in Dubai'is illusory and

valueless where the defendants have ITo assets in the jurisdiction of the court in

writcl\ the litigation is being conducted or otherwise within reach of its

judgments, '372 To reiterate, Reed deposed that neither he ITor Prudentia had any

assets in the DAE, Joyce's lawyer deposed that Joyce had approximately

AED 103,000 worth of assetsin the UAE. More recently Joyce'SIawyer deposed that

479

.

480

am FederalCourtReasons1321-1331.

372 Anti-suitReasonst361.
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Joyce and his wife ITad approximately AED 65,594 worth of assetsirLthe DAE.

We agi"ee with the trial judge's reasoning. Given our view that obtaining a

UAE judgment does not, in the circumstances, constitute any substantial advantage,

the availability of further evidence to the Dubai Court does not constitute such

advantage.

481

Of 1787, inchonfe benefits

Justice Logan ITeld that:

There may wellbe inchoatebenefits for the Suntand parties, in the UAE, from
being seen there to have instituted a civil right claim against, materialIy, Mr
Reed and to be seen actively to be participating in the criminal proceeding in
cooperation with the public authorities. 373

The trial judge ITeld that:

in my opinion the "inchoate benefits" referred to by Login\ I are, at best,
somewhatnebulotts, notrelevant and, in any event, of insignificant weight in
the present circuinstarices where the trial in titis Court is substantially
completed and, consequently, in the face of the type of oppression and
vexation identified in the authorities to which reference has been made

against which a court ought properly intervene to enjoiri pursuit of the
foreign proceedings and thereby protectits own processes. 374

For present purposes Suntand bore the onus of establishing that civil

proceedingsin Dubaiwould somehow advance its reputatioiTin a way or waysthat

resolution of the Dubai criiriinal proceedings would not. Whilst it is feasible that

Suntand will gaii\ advantages from continuing with its proceedings in Dubai,

including benefits to its reputation, any such advantage is irisubstai\tial and

speculative. No evidence was led that substantiated these benefits. Further, were

benefits of this kind found to constitute legitimate juridical advantages, this would

provide a basis for bringing multiple proceedings seeking the same relief in any

jurisdiction in which a company had a reputation it considered would be enhanced

by the bringing of proceedings. The Court was not taken to any authority

482

483

484

373 FederalCourtReasonsj391.
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supporting such a position

We agree with the trial judge that these inchoate benefits are of insignificant

weight

485

Defending tile Dubni Worldproceediiigs

The trial judge considered the evidence given by Ms Hamade that Suntand

could notfully defend itself against the civilright claim of Dubai World without, at

the same time, pursuing its own civilrightclaim. 375 Ms Hamade's evidence wasthat

in defending itself against Dubai World's civilright claim, Suntand could do one of

tmee things

I. Suntand could avoid liability by showing the court that one or more of the
other' defendants caused all of the damage to Dubai World, and that
Suntandwas notresponsiblefor any of the damage

2. Suntand can ask the courtto divide the liability between the defendants,
with each defendant paying a share that is fair, depending on how much
of DubaiWorld's damage they are responsible for

3. If tite courtfinds that Suntand and the defendants are eacl\liable to Dubai

World for all Dubai World's damage, Suntand can ask the courtto allow
Sunnand to recover some of the money that Suntand has to pay to Dubai
World from the other defendants, depending on how much of the damage
those outer defendants are responsible for

Ms Hamade opirLed that if Suntand did not pursue its own civilrightclaim, it

could notaskthe Dubaicourtto make any order allowing it to recover money it may

be ordered to payto DubaiWorld from another defendant. 376

The trial judge was critical of aspects of the evidence of Ms Hamade. In

particular, it appears that she only ITad access to a translation of the firsttwo pages of

the DubaiWorld claim. 377 His Honour held:

In this respect MrRush QC submitted that MsHamade has offered an
opinionwithotitseetiTg the entirety of the translation of the document and has
left unexplained the inclusion of entities that are not defendants in the civil

486

.

487

488

^ Seeibidt441-t461

376 Ibid[28]
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proceeding. in my view the latter orntssion tends to detractfrom her' opimon
on Dubai CTirriirial and civil procedure in favoui' of the opinions of others,
particularly MrjtLma, because only the provision of a complete English
translation would provide an essential factual base for the Court to consider
itself and thus be tit a position to properly assess her opinionevidence, 378

The trialjudge did notacceptthatMS Hamade's evidence supported the claim

that SUITland could not defend itself against Dubai World or would be prevented

from seeking contribution against parties other than Toyce and Reed if it did not

pursue its owncivilrightclaim. The trial judge held that

Ms Hairiade's evidence does not indicate that Sunnand would, if the relief

sought by Reed and Joyce were gi. anted, be inhibited from defending its
position in the DubaiWorld proceedings or that it would be precluded from
seeking indenimty or contribution from defendants in those proceeditIgs
offI. er than Reed or Joyce. arty SILggestion that Suntand would be prejudiced
as a result of tlTe inhibition from seeking indenimty or contribution from
Prudentia, Reed or Joyce is, in my view, withOILt foundation as any such
claim or damn are of rLo value in Dubai proceedings in the absence of any
assets of Prudentia, Reed or Joyce in that jurisdiction or those in reach of its
judgments, for the reasons already indicated. 379

This Court was notreferred to any authority in support of the proposition that

the possibility of improving one's prospects of successfully defending a claim by a

party can constitute a legitimate advantage for the purposes of pursuing a separate

claim against a different set of parties. Even assurntng this did constitute a

legitimate juridical advantage, we are not persuaded that Suntand ITas established

that PIirstiing their civil right claim was necessary for them to adequately defend

themselves againstthe DubaiWorld proceeding

The evidence of Mrjuma wasthat a civilrightclaim cannot be issued against

a person who is not an accused in the primary criminal proceedings. It does not

appear that Suntand is an accused in the Dubai penal proceedings. In these

circuirLstances, it appears DubaiWorld's claim against Suntand is unsustainable

It follows that we find that the trial judge did not err in finding that Suntand

will not gain a legitimate juridical advantage by pursuing its civil right claim in

489

490

491

492
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Dubai. In our view, .the juridical advantages contended for are insubstantial and of

little significance; in tite circumstances, it would Itot be unjust, if it canIe to it, for

Suntandto be deprived of them.

Swill"lid's clamiinDub@funde, ,?lines the processes of this COM, t

Before the trial judge, and on appeal, it was subrnttted that the injunction

should also be maintained on the basisthatitis necessary forthe Court to protectthe

integrity of its own processes. It was submitted that this consideration was

particularly significantin this case as it was one that involved Australian companies

and Australian citizens, 380

493

494 The trial judge held that the fact that Suntand had closed its case in the

Supreme Court meantthatthe issues arising at the time of the application before the

trialjudge were differentto those before LoganJ. The trial judge held:

The present situation is now significanrly different from that confronting
Logan I as the Australian proceedings are well advanced and the Suntand
case closed pending closing subrntssions as the foal step in the trial. In these
circumstances, I am of the opintort that the overridii\g considerations now
relevant to the application are considerations of vexation and oppression
flowing from the foreign proceedings and the effect of those proceechrigs on
the integrity of the processes of this Court - including res indicata, issue
estoppeland the like, mattersto which reference is made below. 381

It was subinttted on appeal that allowing Suntand to pursue its proceeding in

Dubai, having now received a judgment of the Trial Division, is an abuse of the

Courts process and that to allow Sunland to re-litigate these claimsin another forum

would undermine the decision of the trialjudge.

In support of this submission, Prudentia and Reed relied on Beckkett Pte Ltd Ii

Deutsche Brink AG. 38' In that case, Beckkett, a Singaporean company, commenced

proceedings against Deutsche Bank in Singapore in respect of a loan provided to it

,

.

495

,

496

38n Anti-suitReasonst421.

an Ibid[31].
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by Deutsche Bank. The trial judge awarded normnal damages against the bank.

Beckkett appealed to the Court of Appeal and also commenced proceedings in

Indonesia triteIatiorLto the same issues in dispute in tl\e Singapore proceedings. The

Singapore Court of Appeal issued an injunction to restrain Beckkettfrom proceeding

in Indonesia.

497 The Court held that Beckkett's conrrnencement and pursuit of the Indonesian

action 'amounted to an attempt to undernitne tlTe judgment of Kan I who had

already decided the dispute between Beckkett and DB IDeutsche Bankl on the

merits. 383

498 Counselfor Reed and Prudentia SIIbrnttted that this was the o1ity known

authority where an injunction was issued consequent TIPoii. a judgment being

obtained. It was acknowledged that the present circumstances are distinguishable

since the Dubai proceedings were issued well before the conclusion of the trial,

Nevertheless, counsel submitted that the fact that there is now a judgment in the

proceeding meal^ that the matter ceases to be one titatinvolves o1fly the competing

interests of the parties but also involves a public interest in ensuring that the Court's

processes are not abused. 384

We acceptthat submission. In our view, Allshii7t estoppel and resindicntn are

principles upon which the respondents should be entitled to rely. These principles

wonld be underTinned if Suntand were perlhitted to rentigate its claim in another

jurisdiction. The decision to giant the injunction may also be upheld on the basis

that it is necessary to protectthe intogi. ity of the processes oftlxis Court.

499

Other grown, is of@pipe"I

In addition to the grounds already considered, SUITland's Notice of Appeal

asserted that the trial judge failed to give sufficient weightto the issue of COTr, ity and

500

Ibid t221.
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the need to exercise the power' to grant an anti suit injunction with caution. TTL

addition, it asserts that the trial judge erred in failing to conclude that it was

premature to consider the grant of an anti-suit injunction untilthe outcome of the

Dubaipenalproceedingswereknown.

501 In our view, no error is disclosed in tl\e trial judge's consideration of conxity

Quite properly, tl\ere was no suggestion in his Honour's reasoning of any lack of

confidence in the DubaiCourt's ability to do justice benteenthe parties. His Honour

observed that tl\e authorities emphasised that a degree of caution is required of a

court in relation to the exercise of the power to grant an anti-suit injunction, 385

However, he concluded that:

Finally, it was subinttted on behalf of Reed and Joyce that the caution which
authorities indicate should be applied by a court considering an application
for an anti-suit injunction and the importance of contity are relevant but, in
the present circumstances, are overwhelmed by the circumstance of vexation
and oppression involved intrLe maintenance of the civilproceedings in Dubai
by Sunland and its consequent underrimimg of the tritegi. ity of the processes
of this COILrt. in my view this is correct and, further, coinity issues do not
weigh heavily given the issues of vexation and oppression arising from the
maintenance of the foreign proceedings, as discussed and because the effect
of tl\e gi'ant of the relief sought in the Dubai civil proceedings will be
Trimiintsed, going only to an aspect of tire part played by one of many parties,
Suntand, and then only with respectto its claim orclaitns.

.

,

In concluding these reasons I do stress that nonting contained in them is
intended as any COTrunent or reflection on the courts of Dubai, their practices
and procedures or in any other respect, comparatively or otherwise - nor, of
course, on the laws of Dubai or, more broadly, the UAE. Any such COTrurLent
orreflectionwould be quite imperdrlent and entirely inappropriate. 386

502 Given that Suntand chose to pursue its claims againstthe respondents in the

Victorian Supreme Court, and that it is vexatious or oppressive for it to continue to

pursue those claims in Dubai, Suntand's submission that it was premature to

consider the grant of an anti-suit injunction untilthe outcome of the Dubai penal

385
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proceedings is ill-founded.

Applied, tioiito add"eel^esh evidence

On 20 May 2013, the Dubai Court delivered judgment in the Dubai penal

proceedings. The Dubai Court convicted Reed and Joyce of fraudulently

's o .'t' of o e fromS nlandaiTdsentencedthemtoten ears'misappropriating a sum of money from Sunland and sentenced them to ten years

imprisonment, ordered tlTern to jointly return the sum of AED 44,105,780 and fined

them an additional sum of AED 44,105,780.387

Assuiriing that the money to be returned is to be returned to Suntand, the

judgment of the Dubai Court in effect awards Suntand a civil remedy

notwithstandingtlTat Suntand withdrew its civilrightclaim. 388

The evidence of Dinna Hamade is that after Reed and Joyce have exhausted

their rights of appeal, Suntand is entitled to enforce the Court's order for payment

directly withoutthe need to file a civilclaim. Ms Hamade opinesthat:

Following the judgment is tsiCj rendered final and errorceable when the 15
days of grace period for filing before the court of cassation expires without
the plaintiffs filing their appeal or foUowing the court of cassation passing its
judgment andupholdirig the courtof appeal decision, Sunland will be able to
proceed will\ execudrigffiejudgmentthrough an execution judgment directly
and without the need to file a civil claim with the civil court for the sum

referred to intriejtidgrnent.

Ms Hamade further opii\es that it is ITot necessary for any court to make

further factual or other findings in order for Suntand to eritorce tl\e judgment. This

evidence was the only evidence as to the process by which Suntand could execute

the Dubaijudgment.

By summons dated 12 Iuly 201.3, Suntand Cronp brought an application

PUTSuant to r 64.22(3) of the Supreme Cow, f (Genernl Civil Procedure) Rules 2005 to

503

504

505

506

507

387 Affidavit of 10shua Henderson 12 July 2013 141. The court also referred the civilcase, which
appears to refer to DubaiWorld's civilrightclaim, to the CivilCourtfor determination,

388 A letter from the appellants lawyers sent 5 July 2013 affirms Uiat because of the injunction,
the appellant has nottakenfurther steps in relation to any civilclaim.
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adduce further evidence in tl\e appeal. The further evidence soughtto be adduced

was of two kinds. First, evidence that Reed and Joyce had been convicted by the

Dubai Court, along with expert evidence as to the impact of the Dubai Court's

judgment on Suntand's prospects of civil recovery in Dubai. 389 Secondly, evidence

Suntand submits establishes that Reed and Joyce are impecuitolls in Australia as

wellas in the UAE.

508 Suntand sought to rely upon the further evidence to have the injunction

dissolved. Upon inquiry by tltis Court, Suntand expressly declared that it took an all

or nothing approach: attl\er the injunction should be fully dissolved or it should not.

It was not seeking to vary the terms of the injunction. Although the evidence was

that Suntand was not required to pursue a civil claim in order to enforce the

judgment, the application proceeded on the basis that exectiting the judgment in

order to obtain this civilremedy would be in violation of the terms of the injunction.

509 In essence, Suntand subimtted that the fresl\ evidence should lead to the

injunction being dissolved for tl\e following reasons:

I. As a result of ate DubaiCourt'sjudgrnent, Suntand now has a valuable

rightin Dubaiwhich constitutes a legitimate juridical advantage.

2. Considerations of coinity support the SIIbrntssion that flits Court

should not prevent it from enforcing the right gi'anted to it by the

Dubai Court.

.

3. If the respondents are impecunious in Australia as well as in Dubai, it

cannot be said that complete relief is available in Australia, or that it is

an abuse of process for it to pursue its claim in bothjurisdictions.

Sumand subrritts that the judgment of the Dubai Court reveals that, contrary

to the findings offhe trial judge, the advantages to Suntand in pursuing its claim in

510

389 The affidavit of 10shua Heriderson 121uly 20}3 exhibited a translation of the judgment of the
DubaiCouTt. In addition, a flirtlier affidavitof Diana Hamade providing her opinion as to the
means by whirl\ Suntand may enforce the judgment wasfiled in supportof the application,
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Dubai are not 'inchoate' or 'rLebulotis' but rather, that the advantages relied on by

Suntand below have nowcrystallised.

That the Dubai Court has made findings which are inconsistent with those

made by the trial judge, and appears to ITave had regard to evidence that was not

considered by the trial judge raises, in Suntand's submission, the issue of coinity.

There is no suggestion that the Dubai Courts decision was not the result of a

thorough decision making process. In these circumstances, Suntand subrntts,

considerations of contity weightrLfavour of allowing Suntand to enforce its right.

Suntand further subrntts that the respondents' failure to respond to Suntand's

request that they state whether they have assets, either in Australia or elsewhere,

means that the Court should assume that they have no assets in Australia. Given

this assumption, SUITland submits that the lack of assets in the UAE cannotform a

basis for preventing it from pursuing its claim in Dubai since it would be ur^air to

use the lack of assets in UAE to compelsunland to pursue its claim in Australia, only

for it to be metwiththe same assertion of impecuniosity in this jurisdiction.

The respondents oppose the application on multiple bases, The respondents

submit that translation of the judgment is ambiguous is many respects, and in

particular does not expressly state to whom Reed and Joyce must return the sum.

They further submittlTatsignificant aspects of Suntand's submissions and the expert

madmissible byof Ms Hamade are reason of s 91 of tl\eopin}on

EUidence Act 2008 (Vic), which prohibits the use of a judgment of a foreign court to

prove the existence of a factthatwasin issue in that proceeding.

The respondents deny tlTat considerations of coinity mean that Suntand

should be allowed to erfforce its rights under the judgment in Dubai. The

respondents subrnttthat Suntand asks the courtto perlnttitto enforce a civilclaim in

Dubai, which has beet\ found to be groundless by a Trial Division judge of this

Court, in circumstances where a significant body of evidence apparently relied upon

by the Dubai court was found by the trial division judge to lack credibility. The

511

512

5T3
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respondents submit that these sigriificant considerations cannot be overcome by

considerations of contity and that in any case, the injunction does ITot impact the

criminal jurisdiction of the Dubai Court but rather restrains the conduct of Suntand

as a condition of its rights to litigate in Australia.

The respondents submitthatthe new evidence is notcapable of underIntrrtng

the reasoning of the trial judge. They subrnttthat, for reasons of public importance,

this Courtshould not allow SUITland to use the processes oftllis Courtto have what

is in effect a 'second bite of the cherry. '

Finally, the respondents submit that there is ITo evidence of an assertion of

impecuniosity in Australia by the respondents. Suntand's subintssion depends on

the Court drawing an inference from correspondence between the parties in relation

to a gi'OSs sum costs assessment before an associate justice. In this correspondence,

Suntand's lawyers expressed their concern that any payment to the respondents in

relation to costs would be dissipated and not able to be repaid in the event that

Suntand succeeded on some or all of its appeals and sought an assurance that this

would not occur. Suntand'SIawyers also inquired whether the respondents held any

beneficial interest in real property or interests in other property of value. The

following day, at the gi. OSs sum costs assessment hearing, the lawyers for the third

respondent provided Suntand's counsel with a draftform of order which provided,

inter ana, that any interim costs paid to Toyce would be held in trust pending the

determinatioi\ of the appeals. On 7 June 2013 the associate justice ordered that the

costs paid to Joyce and the costs paid to Reed and Prudentia be held in trust pending

the deterIntnation of the appeals. 390

In our view, each of SUITland'ssubrntssions must be rejected.

Notwithstanding tl\e uncertainty in relation to the terms of Suntand's riglit

under the judgment, we acceptthatit may be said that the advantage to Suntand of

proceeding 11\ Dubaihas now 'crystallised'. However, Suntand has never articulated

515

516

.

517

5T8

390 Orders 2 and 4 of the orders made by Associate justice Wood on 71une 2013.
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what, in the absence of any assets held in Dubaiby the respondents, this advantage

to them consists in. The fact that this previously speculative advantage has

'crystallised' may mean that it is no longer. speculative, however it does not mean it

is of greater. weight than was previously contemplated. In the absence of assets

against which such a right can be enforced, this advantage carmot be given any

significantweight.

Considerations of convity, though important, are not decisive in this case.

Considerations of conitty may result in a court refraining from exercising its

jurisdiction to issue an injunction where one might otherwise be available.

Significant in this case is that there is a previous judgment of the Trial Division of

tltis Court, WITich, unless and untiloverturned on appeal, renders the cause of action

between the parties 7'8sIndicntn, The extent to which the decision of the trial judge

was considered by tl\e Dubai Court in arriving at its judgment is unknown. An

affidavit from Prudentia and Reed's lawyer deposes that the trial judge's reasons

were translated and provided to the DubaiCourt although there is no evidence that

they were considered in the Dubai Courfs reasons. Althotigh maintaining the

injunction will restrain Sunland from exercising, in a foreign country, a right

conferred upon it by the courts of that foreign country, in our view, considerations of

coinity are outweighed by the considerationsthatsupportthe injunction as set outin

tl\ese reasons. The injunction restrains Suntand from proceeding in Dubai as a

condition of its pursuing its claims before the trial judge, and on appeal, in this

Court. In addition, we note that the judgment of the trial judge was delivered firstii\

time. We would think that if any interest in coinity arose it would lie with tlits Court

as a starting point.

Finally, we are not persuaded that the correspondence in relation to the a

costs hearing can ground the interence of impecuniosity. Suntand's request was

made in relation to a ITearing before an associate justice to address the its concerns

about the possible dissipation of costs. These concerns were resolved by further

correspondence and the making of appropriate orders by the associate justice. The

519

520
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evidence adduced by Suntand is insufficient to establish that the respoi\dents

impecunioLIS in Australia,

Theftesh evidence should not be grintitted

Having set out tl\e evidence sought to be adduced, it remains to determine

whether such evidence should be admitted asfreshevidence in the appeal.

The principles applicable to the question of whetlTerthe Courtwill grantleave

to allow fresh evidence in an appeal were notirL contest between the parties. Leave

should be given o}\Iy if tliree prerequisites are satisfied. First, if by the exercise of

reasonable diligence such evidence could not have been discovered in time to be

used in the original trial. Secondly, if it is reasonably clear that if the evidence had

been available at the trial, and had been adduced, an opposite result would have

been produced. TITirdly, if the evidence proposed to be adduced is reasonably

credible, 391

52T

522

523 All parties referred to the Court of Appeal decision in Apostolidis o Knleiiik, 392

which cited with approval the judgment of ChemovIA in FoodypHoret{oort:393

the question of whether. to adjnit fresh evidence is largely one of discretion
and degree bearing in mind tite public interest in finality of litigation and, at
the same time, the requirements of justice of the case in hand. Generally
speaking, fresh evidence oughtnottobe admitted whenitbearsuponmatters
falling within the field or area of micertairity in which the trial judge's
estimate has previously been made. Exceptionany, however, it may be
adultted, if some basic assumption, coriumon to botl\ sides, has been falsitied
by a subsequent event, More precisely, as Lord Witberforce observed in
Milli!oninid 11 Mittliell, courts will arrow fresh evidence where to refuse it

would affront coriumon sense, or a sense of justice, always keeping in mind
11Tatit should be an exceptional event, 394

After considering tl\e evidence sougl\tto be adduced, we are not persuaded

that it satisfies the test of exceptional circumstances, nor that it falsifies a common

,

are

,

524

391 cmi, keoStiiiige1[2007]VsCA292j25].

^ [2011]vscA307.

393 (2007) ACSR576

1201/1 vscA 307 1561.
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assumption upon WITich t}\e proceedings below were based, or tlTat to refuse it

would affrontcoinmonsense.

525 Suntand submits that a basic assumption upon witcl\ the parties proceeded

was that Suntand would not be able to errorce the CTiintnalcourt's order directly in

order' to obtain a civilremedy, but rather would have to nittiate proceedings in the

civil courts.

526 No expert directly addressed the question of whether tl\e criminal court

could, or was likely to provide a civil remedy in the absence of a civil right claim,

although tl\e possibility of the criminal collrt making an award of damages was

foreshadowed by Mr Iuma, albeitin the context of a civilright claim. 395 We are not

persuaded that this was a basic assumption uponwhicltthe parties proceeded. Nor

in our view can it be said that the fact that the Dtibai Court appears to have had

regard to evidence not considered relevant by the trial judge, and appears to have

taken a different view of the evidence of Brown, undermines a common assumption

upon which the Victorian proceedings were conducted. Indeed, given that the

claims proceeded separately in the CTirninalcourt of Dubai and as a civilclaim in the

Trial Division of this Court on a different evidentiary basis, the possibility of

inconsistentfindings was likely, if notinevitable.

In the circumstances, we reject the admission of the fresh evidence on the

ordinary principles. Even if it were received, we would nonetheless hold that

admitting the evidence would nothave altered our decision.

For the reasons set out above, we would disrriiss the application and dismiss

the appeal againsttl\e grant of the anti-suitinjunction.

527

528

The Costs Appeal

Following the publication of the trial judge's reasons for judgment on 8 June

2012 Prudentia, Reed and Joyce made application for orders for costs. By separate

529

395 Seet4261above.
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judgment dated 14 September 2012 the trialjudge determined that it was appropriate

in the circumstances of the case to make a special costs order in the form of an

inderma. ity costs order against Suntand in favour of the defendants. That decision

ai\d the orders made in consequence of it are the subject of grounds 62 to 80 of the

Amended Notice of Appeal.

Having failed in its appeal on the merits, Suntand must first confront tl\e

provisions of s 17A(I) of the Supreme Court Act 1986 irk order to prosecute its appeal

againstthe cost orders made by Its Honour:

(1) An order made by the Trial Division constituted by a Judge of tite
Court-

(a) by consentoftheparties;or

(by as to costs which are in the discretion of the Trial Division-

is ITot subject to appeal to the Court of Appeal except by leave of the
Court of Appeal or by leave of the Judge of the Court constituting the
Trial Divisionwhichmade the order.

530

531 Section 17A is the successorto a provisionwhichformally provided that:

No order made by the Court or any judge ... as to costs only, which by law
are leftto tl\e discretion of the Court, shall be subjectto any appeal, except by
leave of the Court orjiLdge making the order.

No leave to appeal the question of costs has been granted by the trial illdge

and forthereasonswhicl\follow we would refuse suchleave.

,

532

.

533 Since Wolfe o Alsop396 the Court has taken the view that the jurisdiction with

respectto costs orders on appeal is dependent upon tlIe grant of leave in cases such

as the present where an appealbrotight o11the merits as of rightfails. 397 Because an

order for costs where the court below ITas a discretion is a matter of practice and

procedure it seems to us that the grant of leave should be SIIbject to the

considerations which affectthe grant of leave with respectto interlocutory decisions.

Leaveshould only be granted where:

(1886) 12 Vl, R887.

397 Cn'tcjjjey I, Austin!trill Ui, hint 11,085hiients Limited [1979] VR 374, 380; nun, 18 0 Dollg Wilde
Consi!limits Pty Ltd 11985j ER 433, 497, notfoUowing Wiredei, 11 Summer:field (1966) 2 QB 94.
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(a) the decision was wrong, or at least attended with sufficient doubt to

justify gi. anting leave; and in addition

substantial injustice would be done by leaving the decision
ui, .reversed. 398

534

(b)

In OUT view the exercise of the trialjudge's discretion with respectto costs was

not attended by sufficient doubttojustify the grant of leave.

In Tinnsj70rtAccident Coniiitission o O'Reiny399 OmitstorLJA observed that it has

been accepted for many years that it is extraordinarily difficult to show tlTat a court

of first instance or a tribunal with wide discretionary powers has erred in the

exercise of its power to award costs, ifthere be some basisfor making an order other

than the conventional order in favour of the successful party. 400

In Peet Ltd I, Richni"d401 NettlelA (with whom NearelA agreed) stated the

principles governing appellate interference with the relevant discretion as follows:402

IAIn appellate court will not overturn a judge's decision on costs unless the
judge is seen to have failed to exercise his or her discretion on reasonable
groomds or has applied wrong pririciple or taken a inariitestly erroneous view
of the facts.

535

536

537 The testto be applied is not WITether the Court of Appeal would have made

the same order, but whether it wasreasonably open to the trialjudge to do 50,403

Principles got, eruing" special nanny, I of costs

It cannot be disputed that the successful respondents are entitled to maintain

an award of costs consequential upon their success on the merits of the proceeding.

538

Nieii!inI I, Electionic Industries Li"lited 119781 VR 431.

,,, t1999/2VR436.

un Ibid457t461

an 12010jVSCA71131-141,

un Ibidt41.

us Spotless G, Day Udo Northern Sth",, bon Properties Pty Ltd [2008] VsCA TT5 110]-rill(RedlichjA,
citing relevantly Hn, lion u Brookes (1997) 15 ACLC 1626, 1632 (Callaway IA); ETNA I, ARIF
11999j 2VR 353, 378 (BatEIA).
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What is now missue is whether such order should have been made on a special

basis.

539 The notice of appeal does not identify any relevant error of underlying

prtiTclple in his Honour's approacl\ to tl\e question of costs. This is not surprising.

His Honour's explanation of the principles relating to the relevant discretion was

both careful and correct.

540 More particularly, Its Honour identified the foundation of his discretion in

s 24(I) of the SMPi, elite Court Act 1986:

Unless otherwise expressly provided by this or any other Act or by rite Rules,
the costs of and incidental to all matters in the Court, including the
adrr^stratiorL of estates and trusts, is in the discretion of the Court and the

Court has full power to determine by whom and to what extenttl. Te costs are
to be paid.

His Honotirthen acknowledged that the usual order asto costsis an award to

the successful party on a party and party basis. This position is reflected in r 63.31 of

SIIpieiiie Court (Genei, @I Citiil Procedure) Rules 2005.

In turn, as Its Honour said, guidance is given by previous decisions of the

courts as to circumstances that would warrant the making of a special costs order.

His Honour referred to the identification by Sheppardl in Golgnte-Primiolizie Co 17

Cussoits Pty Ltd404 of some categories of circumstances which may warrant a special

costs order:405

ITlhemakirtgof allegations offTaudknowingthemto be false and the making
of irrelevant anegations of fraud; evidence of particular nitscondtict that
causes loss of time to the Court and to other. parties; the fact that the
proceedings were coriumenced or continued for some ulterior motive or in
wilful disregard of known facts or clearly established law; the making of
allegations which ought never to have been made orthe undue prolongation
of a case by gi. oundless contentions; an imprudent refusal of an offer to
cornprorriise and an award of costs on an indenimty basis against a
conternnor.

541

542

,

"
.

543

(T993) 46 PCR 225.

Ibid 233-4 (citations omitted).
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Australian Builders Labourers' Federated Union of Workers(WA Branch)(N0 2):406

Although there is said to be a presumption in such cases that the action was
commenced or continued for some ulterior. motive or in wilful disre ard of

power to award such costs that a collateral purpose or some species of fraud
be established. It is sufficient, in my opimon, to enliven the discretion to
awat'd such costs that, for whatever reason, a party persists in whatshotild on
proper consideration be seen to be a hopeless case ... 407

He further referred to the summary of authorities undertaken by Harperlin

Ugly Tribe Co Pty Ltd a Sikoln:408

TTL seekiiTg costs on an indemnity basis, the first defendantis asking the Court
to depart from its usual course: Spencer 17 Donning. 409 Special circuinstarices
must be present to justify such a departure: A1{sfrnl^till Electoral Conniiissioii o.
Totulley or0 2). 410 These include:

(i) The making of anallegation, knowntobe false, that the opposite party
is guilty of fraud: Fom^trim Selected Merits (Sales) Pty Ltd 11 litter'lintion"I
Pi, adjice Me, ,chants Pty Ltd (1988) 81 ALR 397.

(it) The making of antrrelevant allegation offTalld: film's o Weekes (1989)
92 ALR 131.

(tit) Conduct which causes loss of time to the Court and to other parties:
Tetijo Hold^jigs Ply Ltd 11 Keepiite Austinlin Ply Ltd (aru. eported, Federal
Conrt, FrenchJ, 3 May 1991).

(iv) The commencement or continuation of proceedings for an ulterior
motive: Rngntn Dez, 810piiients Piy Ltd 11 Westj?itc Brinkiiig Goryoi, riftoii
(umeported, Federal Court, Davies1, 5 March 1993).

(v) Conductwhich amountsto a contemptofcourt: EMIRecor, ds Ltdtilnii
Comeroii Witllnce Ltd 119831 Ch59.

(vi) The coriumencement or continuation of proceedings in wilful
disregard of known facts or clearly established law: I-Corp Pty Ltd 11
Australian Buildei, s Labom, ", s Fedei, ntioii Union of Wolfiei, s myA) Bin, Ich
(N0 2) (T993) 46 ER 301.

(vii) The failure until after. the commencement of the trial, and without
explanation, to discover documents the timely discovery of which
would have considerably shortened, and very possibly avoided, the
trial Ntho, ,at AMstrntin Brunt I, Petit-B, ,ruin, or0 2) (am^port^d, [1990]

known facts or clearl established law it is not a necessary condition of the

544

us (1993) 461R301,303

407 Ibid(emphasisinoriginal).

008 1200/1VSC189t71-181.

*,, 1199712VR 127, T47(WitinekeP) and163 (CanawayjA)

(1994) 54 FCR 383, 388 (Foster I)
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VsC395,18 October 1999).

The categories of specialcircurnst'ances are not closed: Tetjjo Hold^jigs, supra.
The cases must not, therefore, be read 'in an endeavour to establish a set of

triflexible guidelines which should thereafter be determinative of the manner
in which the Courts discretion is to be exercised Ifor flitsl would be to fetter
the Cour^s discretion': Nati'one! AUSti'rrtin Bank 11 Petit-Bread!11, supra.

As his Honour concluded, authority establishes that the circumstances in

which a special costs order may be justified include cases in WITich a proceeding is

commenced or continued either for some ulterior motive or in wilful disregard of the

facts or clearly established law.

In turn his Honour cited the decision of WoodwardJin FOMntnii? Selected Merits

(Sri!es) Pty Ltd 11 Intel'lintionR! Produce Metcltniits Pty Ltd"' that a special costs order

may be warranted where:

111tappears that an action has been commenced or continued in circumstances
where the applicant, properly advised, should have known that he had no
chance of success. in such cases the action inI^st be presumed to have been
coriumenced or continued for some ulterior motive, or because of some wilful

disregard of the known facts or the clearly established laws. 4/2

His Honour also referred to the decision of tlTis Court in MRcedoii Rnnges 11

Titonipson, 4/3 Which relterated the principles stated in I-Gory Ply Ltd 11 Austinlinii

Builder, s Lnboiii"in's' Fede7"rited Union of Workers (IAIA ByIllicit) (N0 2)4/4 and Fountain

Selected Merits (Sales) Pfy Ltd o Interimtionnl Produce MeI, chnnts Pty Ltd, 4/5

Next, his Honour cited the judgment of LindgrenJ in NMFM Propel, ty Piy Ltd

I) Giftbnnk Lintifed (N0 11)4/6 as authority for the proposition that the knowledge of a

party in relation to pastconductmay be relevantto assessment of the conduct of that

party as a litigant and that it is the conduct of the pal'ty that Intimately falls to be

assessed and notthat of its legal advisors.

545

546

547

,,

I

,

548

in (1988) 81ALR397,401.
Ibid.

us 120091VSCA209 1151(Redli. hjAandB^achAjA)(citationsir, original).

un (T993)46n^301

us (1988) 81ALR397.

us (2001) 187ALR654,668-91541-t581.
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549 His Honour also cited Dal Pont417 with respectto the potential inference that

may be drawn from the prosecution of a ITopeless action with respect to ulterior

motive or wilful disregard of knownfacts and law:4/8

A special costs order may ensue where it appears to tite court'that an action
has been coriumenced or continued in circumstances where the applicant,
properly advised, should have known that he had no chance of success', tit
which case ft\e action 'must be presumed to Itave been coriumenced or
continued for some ulterior motive, orbecatise of some wilful disregard of the
known facts or the clearly established law'. 4T9 Despite this 'presumption', it is
not a prerequisite to the power to award spedalcosts that a collateral PILrpose
or a species of fraud be established. It is suffident to enliven the discretion
that, for whatever reason, a litigant, whether as plaintiff or defendant, 420
persists in what on proper consideration should be seen to be a hopeless
case. 42T As explaii, .ed by BW Ambrose Jin Re SCA Properties Pty Ltd (tit
Iiq):422

In some cases it is appropriate to make an order for indemnity costs to make
it known that the court will notreadily accepttiTatits time and the successful
litigants money can be wasted on totany frivolous and thoroughly
unjustified proceeding. If it appears it is not foT the bona fide purpose of
protecting and enforcing a legal right but to achieve an ulterior or extraneous
purpose that itTitselfisjustification forthe makiiTgof an indemnity order

His Honour also considered the provisions of the Civil Procedure Act 2010 and

sunrrnarised significant aspects oftlie relevant provisions as follows:423

(1) among other things, the object of the Gion Procedi!1'8 Act, is to reform
and modernise the practice, procedure at\d processes relating to civil

550

Gino Evan DaiPont, Lnto of Costs(LexisNexis Butterworths, 2"d ed, 2009) 53940 116,511.

4/8 Ibid(citationsinoriginal),

4/9 Formtniii Selected Merits (SRIes) Ply Ltd IiIntel', miloiinlPiodi4ce MeI'dmitts Ply Ltd (1988) 81 ALR
397, 401(WoodwardD (FCA)(empliasissuppUed)

42n See, for example, SIIenhniio Noi'thenIAWstrntin LintdAgeitcy Co Ltd (SC (SA), 4 November 1993,
unreported), 1131 (Ferry I) (ruling tliat the defence, including the prosecution of the
counterclaim, was so unmeritoTious and lacking in credibility that the defendants should be
ordered to pay costs on a solicitor and client basis); Westpnc Banking Cornerwhorl 17 011^^ t20071
NSWSC 1008, 1131, 1141 (Einstein I).

421 I-Co, .p Ply Ltd 17 Allsti'rillhiiBiiildei's Litboi, rel's Federnted Uiiioit ofWoi'kei's, Westei'It Allstrntinii
Bamicli(N0 2) (1993) 46 ER 301, 303 (FrenclT I (as Ile then was)) (FCA); infusens 11/08st, Meijis Ply
Ltd " Mitt1, ,11 and M, ^Intrny IT9991 F^incA 745; (1999) PLC ^92-856 at 1186, 130 (FC)
(Nicholson Cj, Lindenmayer and O'Ryan 11); A1T!ride! Clii70prnctic Centre Ply Ltd o Deputy
Commissioner, of Tm'ntioi, 1200/1 CA 26; (2001) 179 ALR 406, 4/5 (C^Urnan I); kitr rind K, ,Ix o
Citrus Bon'd of Smith furstr"It" [2003] SASC 387; (2003) 87 SASR 229 (FC) (Mullighan, D^ball^
and Gray 11); De AIZUis 11 Minister'foi' 1111/11igi'Into11 mad Multitiflh, InI rind Indigenous Affm'rs 120041
FCAFC 77, [71-19](Tamberfin, RD Nicholson and Eininettlj).

' 119991 QSC180; (1999) 17ACLCT611, t701(Amhosej).

423 CostsReasons[19](citationsitioriginal).
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proceedings in the Supreme Court, and other courts. importantly,
provision is made for an overarching purpose in relation to the
conduct of civil proceedings which is to facilitate rl\e just, efficient,
timely inTd cost~effective resolution of the realissues in dispute in
those proceedings;424

(2) in the exercise of its powers, the Court must seek to give effectto the
overarching purpose, whether these powers arise from the procedural
rules or practices of the Court or otherwise;425

(3) an overarching obligation is castiLpon parties and legal practitioners
representing or acting on behalf of a party, whether they be barnsters
or solicitors, to act honestly at antinnes in relation to a civilproceedirig
and not to make any claim or make a response to any claim in a civil
proceeding that is frivolous, vexatious, an abuse of process or does
not, on the factual and legal material available to the person at the
time of making the claim or respondirig to the claim, have a proper
basis;426

(4) all overarching obligation applies to the persons referred to in the
preceding paragi. aph to disclose to each party the existence of all
documents that are, or have been, in that person's possession, custody

and which theor control of which the person Is aware person

considers, or ought reasonably consider, are critical to the resolution
of dispute. Disclosure must occur at the earliest reasonable time after
the person becomes awa. e of the existence o11he document or at such
other time as the Court may direct, These provisions do not apply to
any document which is protected from disclosure on the grounds that
privilege which has not been expressly or impliedIy waived or under
any other Act (including any Coriumonwealth Act) or other. law;427
and

(5) in exercising any power in relation to a civilproceedii, .g, induding the
exercise of the discretion as to costs, the Court may take into account
any contravei\tion of the overarching obligations. 428

His Honour further noted that notions of abuse of process may intorin a

decision as to costs, including that the notion that if a collateral purpose is the

predorntnate purpose of a moving party in a proceeding the proceeding will be

improper and constitute an abuse of process, 429

I

551

See Civil Procedt, I, e Act 2010, s I.

See Civil PI'DCedi, I'e Act 2010, s 8.

See Civil PIOcedt, I, e Act 2010, ss 10, 17 and 18

See Civil PI. ocedt!I, eAct 2010, s 26

See Civil PI'ocedi!,'eAC12010, s 28

us Williamst, Sprintz (1992) 174CLR 509, 529 (MasonCj, Dawson, Toohey and MCHughjj).
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552

The applic"tioizjorcosts

Prudentia, Reed and Joyce songl\tspecialcosts orders at trial on the following
broadbases:

(^) the proceedings were coriumenced or continued in wilful disregard of

known facts or clearly established law, thus in circumstances where

Suntand, properly advised, should haveknown tlTatithadno chance of
success; and

where, in anthe circumstances, the proceedings must be presumed to

have been corrunenced or continued for a collateral purpose or ulterior
motive.

(by

553 Ultimately, his Honour concluded that special costs orders were war'ranted on

these bases and further concluded that the award of such costs was consistent with

the Gion Procedure Act because there had been a series of incidental breaches of

Suntand's obligations under. that Act in the course of the prosecution of the

proceeding. After summarising the relevant portions of the Civil PIOcedt{re Act

his Honour observed:

For the reasons which follow it is not necessary to discuss the application of
these provisions specifically. Nevertheless, as indicated in detailin these
reasons, there has clearly been contravention of the overarching obligations
on the part of Sunland. Accordingly the Courts discretion as to costs has
been exerdsed in accordance with these provisions and having regard to the
nature at\d extent of these contraventions, on the bases and the manner set
out below. 430

554 In our view his Honour did not err in the principles WITich ITe applied to

consideration of the respondents' application, The bases articulated in principle

were properly capable offoundirLg the exercise of the relevant discretion as to costs.

Tilef, ICt""Ib, 1sts of his Honour's costs order

The notice of appeal takes issue with a series of his Honour's specific findings

of fact in his judgment o1\ costs. '31 The basis of these grounds fails with the appeal

555

Costs Reasons t191

an ANOA1631-t711state:
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on the merits. Our reasons with respectto such appeal demonstrate that none offhe

impugned findings was manifestIy wrong. In particular our findings with respectto

the making of the representations alleged, falsity, reliance, and damage are fatal to

Suntand's case on the contested issues offactraised by these gi'ounds.

Likewise any appeal on costs must failinsofar as it is founded upon an attack

uponhis Honour's overallconclusions offact. Grounds 72 and 74 are asfollows:

72 The trial judge erred in finding that inconsistencies in Sunnand's
evidence and aspects of Sinnand's submissions at trial supported tite
position that Suntand commenced or continued the proceedings with

556

63 The trial judge erred in finding that eacl\ of Brown and Abedian understood that
neither Reed nor Prudentia had any binding agreententin respect of Plot 017 and no
legal interest in the Plot.

64 The trial judge erred in finding that Sunland was unable to articulate the nature or
content of the alleged representations,

65 TITe trial judge erred in finding that the pleaded claim of'right' was wholly contrived
and artificial and was contrary to facts known and understood by Brown and
Abedian

66 The trial judge erred in finding tlTatitwas tite fact titat, and further tltatSunland knew
that at the time Suntand becan\e aware of the possibility-of acquiring Plot 017, Plot
017 was not capable of being dealt willtin any \\, ay, and was notcapable of being tlTe
subject of separate rights.

67 The trial judge erred in finding that it was not plausible that Brown and Abedian
could ITave thoughttiiatthere was any representation upon which Sunland relied.

68 The trial judge erred in finding that at the time Brown sei\tthe 'Put your foot on if
entail, Brown believed that neither Reed nor Prudentia held a contractual right or any
other rightto acquire Plot017.

69 The trial judge erred in finding that having regard to BTO\\, n's conversation wittt Lee
and Brearley on 12 September 2007 and the 'put your foot on if Qinan, Suntand
properly advised should have known tlTat the ntisrepresentatioit case ITad no
prospects of success.

70 The trial judge erred in finding that the introduction of Hauley as a Itew contracting
party in place of Prudentia, using a contract in exactly the same fomi as the contract
with Prudentia, was completely inconsistentwith Suntand believing tlTatPrudentia or
Reed had any legally enforceable rights to Plot 017 or any 'right' or tontrol' with
respect to that land.

71 The trial judge erred in finding that it was always a hopeless case for Sunland to
advance the so-called 'Transaction' case (namely the case that had the representations
not been made, Suntand would have successfully negotiated with Dubai Waterfront
to purchase PIOI DT7 in its own right and would riot have had to pay the fee to
Hanley), and that to Sunland it n\ust have been evidently ITopeless, in particular
because sucltfindings:

ignore the evidence that Suntand had previously purchased Plot 05B in its71.1

own rigl\tfron\ DubaiWaterftont; and

assuilIe that joyce would have acted dishonestby, in ensuring that Dubai
Waterfront sold Plot DT7 to his friend Reed or an entity associated with
Reed, mustead of selling it to Suntand which, unlike Reed, Prudentia and
Hanley, was a de\, eloper established in Dubai with niajor projects already, in
progress in Dubai.

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudentia 193
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wilful disregardforkrtownfacts andlaw

74 The trial judge erred in finding that Sunland could not have had any
basis for believing:

74.1 that it could establish the representations said to have been
made;

that it relied upon the representations; and

that itsoffered loss and damage.

557 Once again our conclusions with respect to the appeal on the merits

demonstrate that none of thesefindings were manifestIy wrong.

Ground 73 alleges an error in approach with respectto the assessment of the

strengths and weaknesses of Suntand'scase:

73 The trial judge erred in exercising his discretion to make a special
costs order by making an ex postfacto assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of Sunnand's case that relied on hindsight.

His Honour dealt with this isSIIe at 1391-t431 of his decision. As his Honour

held, it does notlie in the mouth of Suntand to say its legal advisors were entitled to

take portions of the evidence of its own officers Brown and Abedian at face value in

the fraintng and conduct of its case withoutregard to the fundamental inadequacies

of Suntand's case. In turnhe stated in part:

In this case, Sunland Tened principalIy upon the evidence of two of its most
sentor officers' Brown and Abedian. They are senior officers of a public
company, clearly with access to high levellegal advice. Brown, and less so
Abedian, were the prime pal'ticipants in relation to the Plot 017 transaction
on behalf of Suntand. They, particularly Brown, know exactly what
happened, or did not happen, initie course of that transaction and they must
have known that, in a case of the type which Suntand br011ght, it would be
necessary to establish with a high degree of clarity and particularity the
representations said to have been made, that Suntand relied upon the
representations and that loss and damage followed. To the extent that
elements of the case Suntand sought to PUTStie may not have been clear to
intelligent and relevantly experienced non-lawyers such as Brown and
Abedian, there can be no doubt that they have had the benefit of high level
legal advice being available at allrelevanttiines. Ms Julianne Stringa. (Clyde-
Sritith) and Earnes initnediately come to Timid in connection with events as
they untolded in the course of the Plot 017 transaction. In the preparation of
its case tit the Federal Court of Australia and this Court, Suntand has availed

itself of the advice of Sentor Counsel, junior counsel and a substantial law

74.2

74.3

558

559
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firm. SUITland was well experienced and, in my view, it is implausible to
tintik that it did notfully availitself of its expertei\ce in property development
in Dubaiand Australia and take advantage of the legal resources available to
it 432

560 There was no error manifest tilthis approach

The notice of appeal also attacks his Honour's findings offact with respectto

the conduct of the proceedings. Ground 62 of appealstates asfollows:

62 The trial judge erred in finding that Sunnand had contravened its
overarching obligations under the Civil PI'oredui'e Act 2010 Onc), and in
finchrig that the nature and extent of those contraventions justified
making a special order as to costs

We do ITot accept that his Honour's decision was founded on the basis of

breacl\ of Suntand's obligations under the CivilProcedui, e Act. His Honour's findings

went ILO further than findings that the award of special costs on the grounds

advanced by Prudentia, Reed and Joyce were consistent with the Civil PIOcedui'e Act

by reason of the breaches of the Act}\e identified

In furi\ each of these breaches involved findings of fact witl\ respect to the

provision of proper discovery which were plainly open to his Honour and ground 62

must be rejected. A further breach of Suntand's discovery obligations was also

demonstrated in the course of the hearing of the appeal but we will say nothing

further abotitthis aspect offhe matter because as we read his Honotir's reasons this

aspect was not central to the exercise of his discretion

Lastly, Suntand challenges the trialjudge's findings as to ulterior purpose

75 The trial judge erred in finding that Sunnand coriumenced the
proceedings for an ulterior purpose, including that it commenced the
proceedings

75.1 to protectsiLnland's, and Brown's position in Dubai, including
to protect them from being charged with criminal offences in
Dubai; and

to create a basis for requesting the retiirn of Brown's passport
from tite Dubaiauthorities.

561

562

563

J

564
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76 The trialjudgeerredinfindirigthat:

76.1 Abedian and Brown invented allegations that falsely
implicated Joyce in a nonexistentfraiJd;

76.2 Brown fabricated his version of eventsfrom the outset in order

to protectltis own personalsafety; and

76.3 The Dubai authorities regarded the fee paid to
Prudentia/Hauley as abribe, and that Brown knew this.

For present purposes it is sufficient to say first that, as his Honour makes

clear, the exercise of his discretion was war'ranted by the finding that Suntand

coinmei\ced and continued the proceeding in wilful disregard of known facts and

the law without any finding of ulterior purpose,

Secondly, his Honour's findings of fact as to ulterior purpose were made in

part with the benefit of observations of the oralevidence of Brown and Abedian and

this must cause an appellate courtto exercise restraint. 433

Thirdly, tl\e specific findings attacked in ground 76 were plainly opei\ to the

judge having regard to the evidence asto the contentar!d context of statementsmade

by Brown and Abedianto the Dubaiauthoritiesto whichwe have already referred.

Fourthly, his Honour's findings of fact with respectto ulterior purpose were

open to him. In particular in our view it could not be said that there was manifest

error in concluding that Suntand commenced and continued the proceeding with a

view to achieving the collateral purpose of defending its coriumercialreputatioi\ and

protecting the position of Brown.

Suntand must go further than persuading this Court that the trial judge

'erred' in the sense that the Court would not itself have made findings of ulterior

purpose. Once it is accepted that the findings were open tlTen this Court should not

interfere.

565

566

567

568

569

570

us Fox I, Pel'cy (2003) 214 CLR 118, referred to and quoted at 1377j adove.
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Brown, Abediai\ and Suntand whicl\ was consistent with a motivation of ulterior

purpose. We instance Brown's initial untrutlTful exaggeration of the roles of Reed

and Joyce to tl\e investigating authorities; the changes in Brown's version of events

over time; the direct discussion of the desirability of justitutii\g legal proceedings in

Australia with the Dubai prosecutor; the circumstances in which Brown's passport

was released; and the terms of the statement made to the AustralianStock EXchange

by Suntand at titattime. It was for the judge to evaluate the whole of such evidence

in conjunction with his finding that Suntand's case was hopeless and to draw such

interences asto ulterior purpose from the whole offhe evidence ashe was persuaded

of. In our view it was openfor lflinto conclude:

Any of the facts and circurnstances relied upon by the defendants in support
of Sunland's alleged ulterior purpose in coriumencing and contiriuing these
proceedings would not, in thenuselves, necessarily lead to or provide a basis
for drawing this inference. Nevertheless, I am of the view that an these facts
and circumstances, including the way in whic}\ Sadand's case was pleaded,
the extent to which it failed in respect of allessential elements and Sadand's
dealing with the Dubai authorities provides a strong basis for a finchrig of
ulterior purpose on Sunnand's part. 434

571 Fittl\Iy, irisofar as the claim in deceit was in substance one for fraud, the

finding that the claim was Inade in wilful disregard of the facts and law carried with

it the necessary implication that Suntand had made allegations of fraud WITicl\ it

knew or oughtto ITave known were false. 435 In our view his Honour was correctto

recognise that tllis aspect of the matter provided a further potential basis for the

exercise of his Honour's discretion. 436

. I

*
.

.

Conclusion o11 costs

572 In our view Suntand has not discharged the onus which it bears to establish

that ITis Honour's exercise of discretion was not reasonably open to him. Leave to

appeal againstthe special costs order. must be refused.

434 CostsReasons[78].

*,, Colgnte Palmoliz, e Company u Cussoits Pty Ltd 0993) 46 FCR 225; Ugly T, the Co Pty Ltd I, S, toI"
1200/1 vsc 189 171-t81.

436 CostsReasons[79].
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NAME

SUNLAND

Sunland Group Ltd

Suntand Waterfront BVl

Ltd(Sum)

SoheilAbedian

DESCRIPTION

Schedule

SalTba Abedian

David Brown

An Australian property developmei\t company listed
on the AsX

The second appellantin the substantive appeal and the
a allantintheanti-suitin'urictiona eal

Julianne Stringer
Cl de-Sritith

A British Virgin Islands company owned
controlled by Suntand Group
The firsta ellantinthesubstantivea eal

DUBAIWATERFRONT

NakheelPJSC

Chairman of Stintand Group; former Managing
Director of Suntand's DtibaiBranch

Maria in Director of Suntand Grou

Dubai

(Dun)

Former International Design Director of Suntand
Group (2006); former Chief Operating Officer of
Suntand's DubaiBranch (2007)

(later

Matthewjoyce

Waterfront

Former General CounselofSunland's Dubaibranch

Ieff Austin
Arithon Brearle

Marcus Lee

A major Dubai governinent development entity,
creating large scale projects and establishing the master
develo erenti foreach.

LLC

PRUDENTIA

Prudentia Investments Pty
Ltd

Master developer entity created by Nakheel for the
DubaiWaterfront ro'ect

Former Managing Director of DWF (2007)
The fourth respondent in the substantive appeal and
the third lies ondentinthe anti-suita eal

and

Hanley Investments Pte
Ltd

Former TownPlannin Director of Dun

Angus Reed

Former Senior Le at Counselof DWF

Former Director of CommercialO erations of DWF

Och-Ziff

An Australian investment

controlled by Angus Reed
The first res ondentinbotha

David Sinn

Clyde & Co

A Singaporean company owned and controlled by
Prudentia

The secondres ondentintlte substantive a eal

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd &Anorv Prudentia
InvestTilents Pty Ltd & Ors

Former Managing Director of Prudentia
The third respondent in the substantive appeal and the
second res ondentinthe anti-suitin'uriction a eal

Us Hed

Partner at Freehills, Prudentia's solicitors

Solicitors for Pmdei\tia in Dubai (as agents for
Freehills)

company,

efund associated with Prudentia

eals.

formerly
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